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Dear Dr Woollard 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission in relation to the Tobacco Products Control 
Amendment Bill 2008. 
 
We strongly support this Bill as an important step forward in bringing Western Australia into line 
with international best practice in tobacco control. 
 
We would welcome the opportunity to give evidence to the Committee, with colleagues who can 
provide further authoritative medical advice on issues around passive smoking in relation to both 
children and adults. 
 
The Bill will provide greater protection from passive smoking for both children and adults; it will 
protect children and potential quitters from any impacts of tobacco promotion; and it will help to 
contribute to a further reduction in the prevalence and uptake of smoking in Western Australia. 
 
We are aware that other organisations with which we are associated are also making submissions in 
support of the Bill.  It is not our purpose to replicate all the information in the other submissions you 
will have received.  This submission will therefore focus on some preliminary issues, followed by a 
document prepared by the Public Health Advocacy Institute (PHAIWA) and the WA Tobacco 
Document Searching Program (WATDSP) addressing arguments presented by tobacco companies in 
Australia and internationally against legislative measures to protect the health of non-smokers and 
children from the effects of passive smoking and product promotion. 
 
This document contains: 
 

 a brief overview of PHAIWA and WATDSP; 
 preliminary observations; 
 a summary of industry arguments against actions to protect children and adults from passive 

smoking and tobacco promotion taken from tobacco industry document archives; and 
 Information to address industry arguments. 
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1. ABOUT THE PHAIWA AND WATDSP 
 
The PHAIWA works to promote, support and develop public health advocacy in Western Australia. 
PHAIWA receives a grant from Healthway and is further supported by major partners including: The 
Cancer Council WA, the Australian Medical Association (WA), the Heart Foundation (WA), 
Diabetes WA, the Telethon Institute for Child Health Research Institute and all WA’s five 
universities. The PHAIWA also works closely with many other health organisations. 
 
The aim of the WATDSP is to contribute to a reduction in the prevalence of smoking and disease and 
deaths caused by smoking through a tobacco industry document searching program which 
incorporates both research activity and principles of advocacy. The project gathers evidence from 
internal tobacco industry documents that are available for public viewing on the World Wide Web as 
a result of the 1998 Master Settlement Agreement. 
 
 
2. PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS 
 

2.1 General 
 
 The PHAIWA strongly supports both the legislation as a whole, and all its specific 

components.  It has been well recognised for over 30 years that there is no single magic bullet 
that will instantly reduce smoking in all sections of the community.  Health authorities have 
consistently recommended a comprehensive approach, with the best outcomes likely to 
eventuate if all aspects of the comprehensive approach are implemented.  This Bill addresses 
some key areas where Western Australia has been lagging behind other jurisdictions both 
nationally and internationally. 

 
 This Bill complements activities currently in place. It can also complement further action to be 

taken both within the state and nationally (e.g. price policy, public education programs). 
 
 Smoking trends in Western Australia can certainly be seen as encouraging, and a remarkable 

public health success.  We have moved from a society where only a few decades ago some 
three quarters of males smoked to one in which less than 15% of adults are regular smokers.  
Western Australia currently has the lowest smoking levels in the country amongst children.  
These are all encouraging developments, but smoking remains our largest preventable cause of 
death and disease; smoking causes the deaths of some 1400 Western Australians each year, as 
well as much morbidity and misery for smokers and their families; children and young people 
are still becoming smokers; quitting remains hard; and the need for action remains urgent. 

 
 Since the dangers of smoking were first clearly identified and publicised in the early 1950s, 

almost one million Australians have died because they smoked.  Every death caused by 
smoking is unnecessary, and a tragedy for not only the smoker but those close to her or him.   

 
 While Western Australia can justifiably be proud of its historic leadership role in tobacco 

control (and WA has indeed been at or near the top of the ACOSH/AMA Tobacco Control 
Scoreboard for many years), there can be no cause for complacency.  Action in WA has been 
overtaken in various areas by other States. 
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 Lower income and disadvantaged groups are disproportionately affected by smoking and its 
harmful consequences, and will be the substantial beneficiaries of further action to reduce 
smoking. 

 
 Recent evidence (cited in the Discussion Paper1 and Technical Report2 of the National 

Preventative Health Taskforce) has demonstrated that the decline thus far in smoking has led to 
dramatic improvement in Australia’s record in relation to lung cancer, heart disease and COPD.  
It is important that this record be maintained. 

 
 Tobacco control history in Australia shows that during periods of relative inaction or 

assumptions that enough is being done, trends will plateau.  There is no evidence to justify any 
assertions that further progress is not possible.  It is, however, apparent that tobacco control 
needs continuing boosts, regular injections of momentum, and further action towards the 
comprehensive approach recommended by WHO3 and other health authorities. 

 
 

2.2 The Bill 
 
 Public opinion surveys regularly and consistently show very strong public support for the 

measures and broad approach in the Bill.   
 
 The Bill is consistent with the best international evidence and advice, recommended in recent 

major international and national reports – e.g. the WHO MPOWER Report3 and the Discussion 
Paper1 and Technical Report on Tobacco2 of the National Preventative Health Taskforce 
(www.preventativehealth.org.au). 

 
 Some detailed aspects of the Bill’s wording may require amendment to ensure that it meets all 

its objectives.  It is to be hoped, however, that any points of detail can be readily addressed to 
ensure that the Bill proceeds speedily.   

 
 In presenting his 2006 Report, the US Surgeon General, Dr. Richard Carmona said, "I am here 

to say the debate is over, the science is clear. Secondhand smoke is not a mere annoyance. It is 
a serious health hazard.” 

 
 This authoritative report on “The Health Consequences of Involuntary Exposure to Tobacco 

Smoke” further concludes that: 
 

“1. Secondhand smoke causes premature death and disease in adults and children who do not 
smoke; 

2. Children exposed to secondhand smoke are at an increased risk for sudden infant death 
syndrome (SIDS), acute respiratory infections, ear problems, and more severe asthma. 
Smoking by parents causes respiratory symptoms and slows lung growth in their children; 

3. Exposure of adults to secondhand smoke has immediate adverse effects on the 
cardiovascular system and causes coronary heart disease and lung cancer; 

4. The scientific evidence indicates that there is no risk-free level of exposure to secondhand 
smoke; and 

5. Eliminating smoking in indoor places fully protects nonsmokers from exposure to 
secondhand smoke. Separating smokers from nonsmokers, cleaning the air, and ventilating 
buildings cannot eliminate exposure of nonsmokers to secondhand smoke.”4 
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 Given that “there is no risk-free level of exposure”, and the nature of the risks and 
consequences, it is hard to understand how there can be any arguments in favour of continued 
exposure, other than commercial benefit. It is also hard to understand how any responsible 
organisation or individual can seek to expose children or adults to the dangers of passive 
smoking.  

 
 Legislation on smoking in cars around children, protecting non-smokers from passive smoking, 

and prohibiting advertising and display at point of sale has been passed in several jurisdictions 
in Australia and internationally, and successfully implemented. 

 
 
Table 1: Summary of State Tobacco Control Legislation for Smoke-free Cars and Point of Sale Display Bans 
 
 Smoke-Free Cars/Children Point of Sale/Under Counter 
South Australia 
 
 

Legislation passed - introduced legislation 
to make cars with children smoke-free 
from May 31 2007. 
(Under the Tobacco Products Regulation 
Act (Smoking in Cars) Amendment Act 
2006, section 48, smoking in a motor 
vehicle is prohibited if a child is present). 

 

Tasmania 
 
 

Legislation passed – laws to ban smoking 
in cars carrying children aged up to 18 
years came into effect January 1 2008 
under the Public Health Amendment Act 
2007 

Legislation passed –  
all tobacco retail display to end by 
February 2, 2011 under the Public Health 
Amendment Act 2007 

New South 
Wales 
 
 

Legislation passed – A new tobacco 
control law passed by NSW Parliament to 
ban smoking in cars carrying children. 
Proposals announced by the NSW 
Government on Feb 28, 2008 under the 
Public Health (Tobacco) Act 2008 

Legislation passed –  
tobacco products out of sight under the 
Public Health (Tobacco) Act 2008 
(announced July 2008).  
Under changes before State Parliament in 
September 2008, retailers have six months 
to put their products under the counter and 
tobacconists 12 months. 

Queensland 
 
 

Legislation passed – new laws banning 
smoking in cars carrying children 
introduced November 12, 2008 under the 
Health and Other Legislation Amendment 
Bill 2008. 

 

Victoria 
 
 

Legislation announced - Cars carrying 
children under 18 smoke-free by law from 
Jan 2010 as outlined in the government's 
tobacco control strategy 

Legislation announced –  
All tobacco products out of sight in shops 
from Jan 2011 as outlined in the 
government's tobacco control strategy 

 
 
 The only significant objections to this Bill will come from vested interests concerned with 

continuing sale and promotion of tobacco.   
 
 There is no case for any form of tobacco promotion:  this is a product known to kill one in two 

of its regular users when consumed precisely as intended.   
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2.3 Tobacco Companies and Supporters – Arguments Raised 
 
 The tobacco companies, long and properly described as “merchants of death”, are knowingly 

responsible for continuing to sell and promote a lethal product.  There is a vast literature 
showing that these companies have sought to undermine the work and health objectives of 
Governments and health agencies, and that they have lied to and misled consumers around the 
world.  These companies have also cynically promoted their products to some of the most 
vulnerable communities both within Australia and globally.  The tobacco companies have had a 
long history of promoting their products to children while denying any such activities or intent; 
and their advertising and promotional activities in developing countries have been the subject 
of widespread condemnation. 

 
 Concerns about enforcement are often raised ahead of tobacco control legislation (although 

these concerns simply do not eventuate as problems after the legislation has been 
implemented). It is, for example, not envisaged that enforcement of the legislation on smoking 
around children in cars will be a major part of Police duties, distracting Police from major 
crimes and other activities. Enforcement will be opportunistic (as it is with seatbelts and mobile 
phones) and modest, and the legislation will be largely self-policed. It is, however worth noting 
that the Police Force should not necessarily have to bear the costs of enforcement, and 
particularly of prosecutions. These costs (which are again expected to be modest) should be 
covered from elsewhere in government. 

 
 Counter-measures proposed by tobacco companies and their allies are generally designed to be 

counter-productive (there is, for example, good evidence that tobacco company ‘education’ 
programs have no beneficial impacts and may be counter-productive).  Groups such as the 
Australian Hotels Association have a long history of supporting tobacco companies and their 
arguments.  They have no record of genuine concern for public health, and no credibility in any 
debates relating to implementation of health policy. 

 
 Supporters of tobacco promotion are essentially those that rely directly or indirectly on profits 

from tobacco sales.  There might have been some cause for sympathy with these interests over 
50 years ago, when the evidence on tobacco was relatively new.  All those involved in tobacco 
sale and promotion in 2009 have been aware for many years that cigarettes cause an 
extraordinary range of diseases and, simply put, that smoking kills. There is no cause for 
sympathy for those knowingly profiting from maximising sales of harmful drugs, and no reason 
to act in support of those who wish to continue selling and promoting a lethal product.   

 
 There is also a long history of dire warnings about negative outcomes from implementation of 

any tobacco control measures.  These are always exaggerated and simply do not eventuate. 
Tobacco control legislation is already strongly supported; there is widespread evidence that it is 
well accepted and beneficial in both health and economic terms; there is also encouraging 
evidence that smokers as well as non-smokers are even more supportive of such legislation 
after it has been introduced; and failure to act will result in more unnecessary deaths and 
disease. 
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3. PROPOSED ACTIONS IN THE BILL TO PROTECT CHILDREN AND ADULTS FROM 
TOBACCO PROMOTION 

 
Section 22: display of tobacco products 
 

As a result of increased marketing restrictions on tobacco products, the retail environment has now 
become the primary communication vehicle for cigarette promotion5. Tobacco displays create a 
perception among young people that tobacco products are readily available, and that using tobacco is 
the social norm6. They undermine the impact of health warnings, and are positioned alongside 
everyday items making them seem normal and benign7. They also offer an opportunity to influence 
quitters and would-be quitters8. 
 
A possible argument by retailers regarding the banning of point of sale (POS) displays for tobacco 
products is that they will be faced with high costs for the change. There is evidence from the US, 
Canada, Australia, Ireland, Iceland and New Zealand that tobacco companies have paid incentives to 
tobacco retailers for many years and have provided them with free tobacco display cases. This 
section summaries the importance of POS displays to the tobacco industry in Australia (and other 
countries), and how the industry has tried to secure dominant POS positions within retail outlets by 
providing displays and other incentives. It also provides evidence that the costs of the POS displays 
were mostly paid for by the tobacco industry and not retailers.  
 
It has been suggested that new industries will step in and provide displays for products other than 
tobacco, therefore minimising further costs to the retailer6. Other tobacco industry arguments such as 
display bans increasing thefts and having a disproportionate impact on business are addressed below. 
 
Possible arguments against the Bill: 
 Display bans will reduce profits and have a disproportionate impact on small business 
 POS is necessary for brand promotion and brand switching among current smokers 
 Thefts will increase as a result of display bans and under the counter storage 
 Banning POS Advertising may Increase Smoking among Youth 
 There is no evidence that banning POS displays will reduce cigarette consumption 

 
Similar tobacco control legislation that has been proposed for Western Australia has been enacted in 
other States and Provinces in Australia, Canada and the US, as well as Ireland and Iceland, and is 
currently planned for other Australian States and the UK. News comes in almost daily of other 
countries or states/provinces planning to introduce legislation along these lines. Research findings as 
outlined below present positive outcomes for tighter restrictions on POS tobacco displays for 
countries where they have been introduced.  
 
Key findings: 
 POS promotion is now the primary means of cigarette promotion for tobacco companies. 
 Tobacco companies have provided and funded in-store POS material including display units 

and other branded merchandise as well as incentives to retailers. 
 Tobacco companies pay millions of dollars to secure advantaged retail display positions. 
 Youth are more influenced by tobacco marketing than adults. 
 Cigarettes have the highest brand loyalty of any consumer product – less than 10% switch 

brands annually. 
 Display space freed up by tobacco display bans will be sought by other manufactures. 
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 Research from Saskatchewan, Ireland and Iceland has reported no cost or minimal cost to 
retailers and no store closures or job losses resulting from the bans. 

 Complete display bans in Saskatchewan have not resulted in increased attacks or thefts. 
 As a result of measures including display bans in Iceland and Canada, the prevalence of 

smoking among young people has decreased. 
 
 

3.1 Display Bans will Reduce Profits and have a Disproportionate Impact on Small 
Business 

 
a) Evidence of Incentives and Free Displays Supplied by the Tobacco Industry 

 
 Cigarette manufacturers maintain relationships with retailers by providing in-store display 

hardware and assistance with POS marketing5. 
 
 Retailers receive more incentives from the tobacco industry than any other industry9. 
 
 “Tobacco companies commonly pay for retailers’ display/storage fixtures and shelving 

modifications and it is expected that these costs and other incentives to persuade retailers to 
promote certain brands will continue to be met by the tobacco industry”6. 

 
 In Canada, tobacco companies spend over $300 million on marketing communications and an 

additional $77 million on listing allowances to retailers. Most of these marketing funds are 
spent on point of purchase displays and signage10. 

 
 US tobacco firms spend 85% of their promotional budget on retailers. Convenience retailers 

can be paid up to $US 20,000 per year11. 
 
 In New Zealand, retailers are offered tobacco industry incentives to display their products in a 

certain manner. The industry also supplies the display cabinets11. 
 
 “Tobacco companies are focusing a significant portion of their marketing resources on the 

promotion, particularly the display, of tobacco products at retail”12. 
 
 In Canada in 2005, tobacco companies spent $17 million to supply and set up displays in retail 

outlets12. 
 
 “When tobacco companies entered into a contract with a retailer, a common requirement of the 

contract was that the retailer must use a merchandising fixture or display unit supplied by the 
tobacco company. Tobacco companies felt it was important to have their own fixtures in stores 
because it created more visibility for their brands and ensured that their brands would be placed 
in the optimal positions”13. 

 
 Tobacco companies pay for prime display space14: 

- slotting fee – cash payment for displaying brands at certain heights, locations, with a 
specified number of facings, units or trademarks visible 

- trade allowance – reduction in the amount retailers own on invoices or offer of free cases 
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- buy down – cash payment or off-invoice allowance to encourage retailer to reduce the price 
of products 

- rebate – cash payment of off-invoice allowance to retailers who have achieved certain sales 
volumes 

- free or discounted equipment – display cases, clocks, shopping baskets 
 

Evidence from Australia: 
 
 Tobacco companies have invested substantially in the point of purchase environment in 

Australia by providing display units and assistance with POS marketing. Tobacco industry 
representatives provide information about legal aspects of displays, develop and provide 
display units that orient the packets towards the customer and assist with the placement and 
arrangement of the display11. 

 
 It is documented that Philip Morris promised retailers “free, top quality display material” from 

as early as 199515. 
 
 “In the 1970s and 1980s manufacturers provided retailers with everything from signs 

announcing opening hours, push/pull door signs, menu boards and clocks, as well as in-store 
premiums (gifts with purchase, often linked to branded sports sponsorship)”5. 

 
 Another Philip Morris document states “as of 1996, the primary point of communication 

between ourselves and our consumer will be inside a retail outlet… In-store POS material, 
discounted stock units, on-pack premium offers, strategically located stock displays in-store (as 
well as in windows and showcases), need to be dominated by PML [Philip Morris Limited]”16. 

 
 A Philip Morris spokesperson stated “we must now extend below the line programs to 

encompass the image building role… retail marketing is therefore no longer the support 
mechanism, [but] the primary communication vehicle”17.  

 
 An internal RJ Reynolds document reported that manufacturers pay millions of dollars for retail 

display hardware to secure advantaged positions18. And that “[providing customised hardware] 
could play a major role in the future on who is perceived as the must-have companies. Retailers 
will be looking for new and creative ways to sell and merchandise cigarettes”18. 

 
 Philip Morris Limited has acknowledged the importance of providing “innovative” and 

“customised” in store displays to support retailers faced with the financial burden resulting 
from regulatory changes to the display of cigarettes5, 19. 

 
 As there is evidence the tobacco industry has paid for in-store displays, regulatory changes in 

retail displays could be defined as a financial responsibility for the industry, reducing the 
burden on individual retailers5. 

 
b) Impact on Retailers 

 
 “Retailers that do not receive financial assistance from tobacco companies will not face high 

costs. Following the introduction of display bans overseas, existing drawers, curtains and 
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sliding doors in front of existing shelving were used as inexpensive and easy to install methods 
of compliance”6. 

 
 “Complete display bans introduced in Saskatchewan, Canada, resulted in no stores being closed 

down and no staff being dismissed”6. 
 
 “Display space freed up by tobacco display bans will be sought out by other products”6. 
 
 “Displays set up by the tobacco industry representatives often fail to comply. It is the retailer 

who incurs a fine is penalised, not the tobacco company”6. 
 
 “A complete ban would simplify and ease the regulatory burden currently endured by 

retailers”6. 
 

 A case study of Saskatchewan in Canada details the difference in money spent on point of sale 
displays before and after a display ban. In 2002, for a six month period before the ban, tobacco 
companies paid $808,089 to retailers. For the same six month period during the start of the 
display bans in 2002, payments dropped to $450,920. From July to December 2004, when the 
restrictions were no longer in effect, payment rose again to $874,492. In 2005 after the 
restrictions were back in effect, payments only decreased slightly with $857,963 being paid to 
retailers12. 

 
 The New Zealand Association of Convenience Stores asserted that it might cost each retailer up 

to $6,000 to relocate a display unit so that is was not immediately visible to customers. Their 
argument is that if display units are required to be out of sight, their revenue would decline20. 

 
 Submissions to the Smoke-free Environments Act 1990 showed that Ireland and Iceland, which 

have banned displayed units, reported no cost or minimal cost to retailers. “There have also 
been no reports of store closures or job losses resulting from such a ban”20. 

 
 “Imperial Tobacco emphasized that retailers would suffer financially, since the promotional 

allowances that tobacco companies pay retailers for prime display space is a significant source 
of revenue for many retailers. Retailers would have to pay for new displays and to revise their 
inventory management storage systems”14. 

 
Support from retailers for tightening the Western Australia Tobacco Control Act 199021: 
 Owners or Managers of 236 retail outlets in WA completed a questionnaire – 28% reported 

being approached by a tobacco company with an offer to meet the costs of remodelling the 
display and counter area. 

 34% were in favour of removing POS advertising, with 19% undecided. 
 
 “The considerable support among owners and managers for removing all indoor (point-of-sale) 

advertising and making it illegal for minors to sell cigarettes is particularly noteworthy. As 
retailers perceived that tobacco products are important in attracting passing trade, it seems they 
place a premium on being able to sell cigarettes over and above being permitted to advertise 
them.” 
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 The UK Association of Convenience Stores claimed that it would cost retailers ₤1850 to 
implement POS regulations. “However, the costs to retailers could be significantly less if 
money currently spent by the tobacco industry on in-store shelving and display was used to 
help retailers comply with any new regulations”8. 

 
 “Data from Canada show that cigarette manufacturers have continued to make payments to 

retailers despite the display bans. In fact the data show that in some provinces tobacco industry 
payments to retailers increased after the laws were implemented”8. 

 
 

3.2 POS is Necessary for Brand Promotion and to Promote Brand Switching Among 
Current Smokers 

 
 A 1979 British American Tobacco internal document listed the purposes of point of purchase 

materials22: 
1) To inform the consumer of the presence of the brand 
2) To promote recognition of the brand 
3) To generate interest and excitement about the brand 
4) To stimulate trial purchases and re-purchase 

 
 From an RJ Reynolds tobacco document: “The most effective means Australia has had to get 

the consumer to notice something new post restrictions was a new/different packaging 
configuration”18. 

 
 From a Philip Morris tobacco document: “Legislative changes…in Australia have led to the 

loss of print media, and restrictions on the other major above the line areas…the net result is 
that we must now extend below the line programs to encompass the image building role. Retail 
marketing is therefore no longer the support mechanism, it is the primary communication 
vehicle”17. 

 
 British American Tobacco report on below the line strategies: “To increase penetration in the 

retail outlet with POS which attracts the impulse purchase and encourages trial and re-
purchase”23. 

 
 From a WD & HO Wills tobacco document: “It is the last remaining channel of communication 

between the Industry and its customers and the last means (other than price) by which 
manufacturers can compete for brand and market share amongst existing smokers”24. 

 
 From a WD & HO Wills document: “The right to continue to place material at point of sale in 

some form is critical for Australian manufacturers. It is the last means open to them: To 
communicate with their customers, To offer information to customers about existing products 
and perhaps more importantly product developments and new products, and to compete with 
each other for brand and market share amongst existing smokers”24. 

 
 RJ Reynolds discussion on tobacco adverting restrictions and legislation: “Point of Sale or 

Point of Purchase was to remain as the final opportunity for brand communications…Initial 
response from retailers was to recognise the value of space within their stores to enable tobacco 
companies to continue their marketing activities”25. 
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 From a WD & HO Wills tobacco company report: “Removal of the present very limited level 

of point of sale would leave price discounting as the only form of competition”24. 
 
 Consumer product research, tobacco control research and internal industry documents, provide 

evidence that tobacco displays at POS are vital for product promotion. Tobacco companies 
depend on POS displays to14: 
-   Make consumers aware of the brand 
-   Have consumers recognize the brand 
-  Transmit the essential image of the brand in a way that motivates consumers to buy the 

product 
 
 Tobacco companies maintain that the primary purpose of retail marketing is to impart 

information to existing customers/smokers about alternative brands of cigarettes.  They deny 
that it is used to encourage new customers. However, research shows that brand switching is 
very uncommon among smokers26. 

 
 “There is a solid body of research demonstrating a strong correlation between the advertising 

and promotion of tobacco products and tobacco use27. The evidence shows that youth are more 
influenced by tobacco marketing than adults, and there is evidence of a causal relationship 
between the advertisement and promotion of tobacco products and smoking initiation”28. 

 
 “Smokers are intensely brand loyal with less than 10% switching brands annually”6. 

 
 “Cigarettes have the highest brand loyalty of any consumer product, with less than 10% of 

smokers changing brands in any given year”14. 
 
 A survey of 449 Victorians reported that almost 90% of smokers never decided on the brand of 

cigarettes to buy at the POS. Only 1% reported always deciding on a brand based on the retail 
display26. 

 
 

3.3 Thefts will Increase as a Result of Display Bans and Under the Counter Storage 
 
 In response to proposed restrictions on POS tobacco displays (1999), Canada’s three main 

tobacco companies warned thousands of retailers that the proposals would lead to revenue 
losses and increases in shoplifting14. 

 
 “Staff currently turn their backs and bend down to obtain cigarette pack from displays. It is 

likely the introduction of a ban may reduce the need to bend down or turn around”6. 
 
 Complete display bans in Saskatchewan, Canada, have not resulted in increased attacks or 

reported shoplifting rates”6. 
 

 Product lists and price tickets will make it easy for staff to locate particular products”6. 
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3.4 Banning POS Advertising may Increase Smoking among Youth 
 
 From a WD & HO Wills document: “Not only may a complete advertising ban fail to reduce 

juvenile consumption, it may actually increase it by reinforcing the status of smoking as a 
badge of rebellion amongst juveniles”24. 

 
 POS displays have a direct impact on young people’s smoking8. “In 2006, almost half (46%) of 

UK teenagers were aware of tobacco display at PoS and those professing an intention to smoke 
were more likely to recall brands that they had seen at the point of sale”29. 

 
 In the UK, tobacco displays prompt impulse purchases and increase sales by 12-28%. Young 

people are more likely to make unplanned purchases and ex-smokers or people who are trying 
to quit smoking are also vulnerable to impulse purchases8. 

 
 Research in Australia30 and the USA31 show that POS advertising normalises tobacco use for 

children and creates a perception that tobacco is easily obtainable8. 
 

 “A solid case can be made that point-of-purchase promotional activities serve to influence the 
factors that predispose youth to experiment with and continue tobacco use”27. 

 
 “The main reason for prohibiting the display of tobacco products at the point of sale is to 

protect children and young people from the promotion of tobacco”8. 
 

 POS bans as part of a comprehensive range of tobacco control measures have contributed to a 
decrease in smoking prevalence among young people, examples include Iceland and Canada 8. 

 
 

3.5 There is no Evidence that Banning POS Displays will Reduce Cigarette Consumption 
 
 From a WD & HO Wills document: “There is no evidence that prohibiting point of sale 

material would reduce tobacco consumption”24. 
 
 From a WD & HO Wills document: “The right to place material at point of sale is an important 

commercial freedom and should not be prohibited unless there is clear evidence of a 
demonstrable and substantial benefit to justify its removal”24. 

 
 From a WD & HO Wills document: “There is no established correlation between advertising, 

let alone point of sale material, and the incidence of smoking”24. 
 
 Solid evidence exists that tobacco product display bans: 

- “Provide a visual cue that can trigger impulse purchasing among smokers, especially those 
who are trying to quit. 

- Make the quitting process more difficult and causes recent quitters to relapse. 
- Act as a buying cue to people not even intending to buy cigarettes, contributing to the 

likelihood of smoking initiation”6. 
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4. PROPOSED ACTIONS IN THE BILL TO PROTECT CHILDREN AND ADULTS FROM 
THE HARMFUL CONSEQUENCES OF PASSIVE SMOKING 

 
Section 106A: use of tobacco products in passenger cars an offence 
Section 106B: use of tobacco products in outdoor eating or drinking areas an offence 
Section 106C: use of tobacco products in outdoor playing areas an offence 
Section 106D: use of tobacco products in safe swimming areas an offence 

 
Possible arguments against the Bill: 
 There is no need for legislated smoking bans; society can regulate itself. 
 There is not enough evidence to support the assertions that second-hand smoke is harmful to 

health. 
 Legislated smoking bans are intrusive and will be difficult to enforce. 
 Smoking bans will reduce profits and have a disproportionate impact on business. 

 
Key findings: 
 Self-regulation of smoking bans is ineffective. 
 Exposure to second-hand smoke in outdoor areas can be just as high as exposure in some 

indoor areas. 
 The public support proposed smoking bans in alfresco dining areas, in cars where children 

are present and at beaches and playgrounds. 
 Smoking bans help smokers to quit by encouraging more quit attempts and increasing the 

chances of successful quit attempts. 
 Research conducted in Australia, Canada and the United States has found that smoking bans 

do not negatively impact on business. 
 

4.1 There is No Need for Smoking Bans - Society Can Regulate Itself 
 
 In 1995, the Tobacco Institute Australia’s Chief Executive Brendan Brady said: “Society has 

already taken measures to address smoking in public places, in the work place, at home, when 
socializing - self-regulation is evident”. “Mr Brady said the issue of smoking in cars should 
come down to common sense”32, 33. “There must be an issue here of parental responsibility. Its 
irresponsible surely, to smoke in a car if a child is present and if the child is feeling some 
discomfort”32. 

 
 Nerida White of Philip Morris said: “Philip Morris believes that most parents act responsibly 

when children are involved and that this is a matter for common sense, not 
regulation….legislation is not appropriate”34. 

 
 From a Philip Morris tobacco document: “Where young children are present outdoors, adults 

should exercise common sense about smoking, including whether their smoking appears to be 
making any child uncomfortable. These issues are best resolved by parents rather than through 
additional legislation or regulation that would intrude deeply into personal privacy & parental 
rights”35. 

 
 From a Philip Morris tobacco document: “Outdoor smoking bans are draconian. Similar 

attempts by government to regulate smoking in the privacy of the home was unsound policy 
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and of questionable enforceability. These issues should be addressed and debated based on 
reasonableness, common sense and tolerance”35. 

 
 From a Philip Morris tobacco document: “Courtesy and common sense should prevail when 

smokers and non-smokers are present in outdoor areas together. Laws and regulations cannot 
provide suitable remedies for all situations that may arise and, in any event, would be difficult 
to enforce”35. 

 
 A survey conducted in South Australia found that most people (74%) were concerned about 

being exposed to second-hand smoke: “Many people reported being exposed to SHS while 
dining alfresco (13%), and in private homes or cars (33%). Thirty-seven percent were also 
exposed to SHS in the street or at outdoor entertainment venues”36. 

 
 A 1993 study by Schofield et al.37 examined self regulation approaches to smoke free areas in 

restaurants. Only one third of owners who thought they should provide smoke free areas 
actually provided them. “Self-regulation has not worked, as judged by the restaurant industry’s 
own criterion of provision according to owners’ perception of need”37. 

 
 
4.2 There is not enough Evidence to Support that Secondhand Smoke is Harmful to Health 
 
 “The head of the Tobacco Institute of Australia, Mr Brendan Brady, attacked any moves for 

further restrictions and said there was very little data to show environmental tobacco smoke 
(ETS) had long-term harmful effects on adults or children”38. 

 
 Tobacco Institute Australia media release: “…Dr Lee's group also concluded that it is difficult 

to separate any effects environmental tobacco smoke might have on the health of infants and 
young children from other factors such as family history of illness, genetic pre-disposition, 
socio-economic status, breast feeding and maternal smoking during pregnancy”39. 

 
 From a Philip Morris tobacco document: “An outdoor smoking ban would not be based upon 

sound science or factual evidence”35. 
 
 From a Philip Morris tobacco document: “There is hardly any scientific evidence to indicate 

that exposure to ETS [environmental tobacco smoke] in outdoor environments is associated 
with any adverse health impact. It is reasonable to assume, as we are not aware of any actual 
data, that the levels of ETS components outdoors would be so low that they might not be 
reliably measured chemically. This is because tobacco smoke is diluted by a much larger 
volumes of ambient air outdoors than in indoor environments. Therefore, any outdoor smoking 
ban cannot be based on sound science or factual evidence”40. 

 
 From a Philip Morris tobacco document: “What is PM’s response to the claims that exposure to 

ETS increases the risk of respiratory problems in children? 
- Not clear whether the reported associations between certain childhood respiratory problems 

and ETS are in fact due to exposure to ETS or to other factors 
- Growing number of complaints of childhood respiratory problems are associated with poor 

indoor air quality in schools and day-care centers where ETS is not a factor since smoking 
is not permitted.”41. 
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 As noted above, the 2006 Surgeon General report: ‘The Health Consequences of Involuntary 

Exposure to Tobacco Smoke’ concludes that there is no risk-free level of exposure to second-
hand smoke. Second-hand smoke is a carcinogen that causes lung cancer, heart disease and 
acute respiratory effects4. 

 
 A review of controlled experiments and field studies by Repace42 from California, Europe, 

Maryland and the Caribbean “show that OTS levels outdoors are often as high as SHS levels 
indoors”. 

 
 Smoking bans help smokers who are trying to quit by encouraging more quit attempts43 and 

increasing the chances of successful quit attempts44. 
 
 
4.3 Legislated Smoking Bans are Intrusive and will be Difficult to Enforce 
 
 During a radio interview in 1995, Brendan Brady of the Tobacco Institute Australia said: “…I 

would expect them (parents) to take care where and when they smoke when children are 
around. I don't know how you would police a situation where you had a ban on smoking in 
cars. The situation starts to become ludicrous…”39. 

 
 “Tom Lauria, spokesman for the Tobacco Institute in Washington, D.C., said the notion of 

banning smoking in cars “takes Big Brother way too far”. “The intrusive nature of that proposal 
is bound to rankle most members of the public” Lauria said”45. 

 
 From a Philip Morris tobacco document: “Social legislation affecting adult behavior in outdoor 

areas is overreaching and intrusive on an individuals rights”35. 
 
 From CATO Institute media release: “Levy argues that the Friendship Heights smoking ban 

represents meddling, snooping, busybody government at its worst. He says the ban is 
dismissive of the rights of an unpopular minority namely smokers-without any basis in the 
Constitution, science or logic. ‘All a nonsmoker has to do to escape unwelcome outdoor 
tobacco fumes is take a step or two away’ says Levy. ‘That's not too much to ask to promote 
civility without shutting down all social contact’.”46. 

 
 A survey conducted by the Centre for Behavioural Research in Cancer, Victoria in 2006 found 

that almost half (47%) of the 2996 participants believed that smoking should not be allowed at 
beaches, 68% thought that smoking should not be allowed just outside entrances to buildings, 
and 73% thought that smoking should not be allowed at outdoor places where children are 
present47. 

 
 As long ago as 1995 a survey of 1461 adults from New South Wales found 72% agreed it 

should be illegal to smoke in cars when travelling with children. Sixty three percent of smokers 
also agreed with the ban48. 

 
 Recent surveys in Western Australia show continuing high levels of support for action in areas 

such as protecting nonsmokers an removing tobacco displays from point of sale, with very low 
levels of opposition49. 
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4.4 Smoking Bans will Reduce Profits and have a Disproportionate Impact on Small 
Business 

 
 From a Philip Morris tobacco document: “How is PM USA working to fight the growing 

number of smoking bans in public places? Our opposition is to unreasonable restrictions and 
government mandated smoking bans because we believe these result in negative economic and 
social impact for business owners, employees and customers”50. 

 
 “In one study after another, covering multiple states within the US, analysts have found no 

adverse effect of smoking restrictions, including complete bans, on local restaurants’ business. 
Indeed, several of the studies have found a tendency for smoking restrictions to increase 
business”51. 

 
 A report by Luk and Ferrence examines a number of studies from Australia, Canada and North 

America. The evidence from these studies demonstrate that smoke free legislation does not 
negatively impact on sales, profits or employment at restaurants, bars, hotels and gaming 
facilities over the long term52. 

 
 
Please find attached a selection of documents as cited in this submission. It should be noted that the 
tobacco industry document used have been selected from those available over previous decades. 
 
 
We look forward to expanding on these issues at the Committee’s hearings, along with colleagues 
who will also address specific issues relating to children and smoking, the harms of passive smoking, 
and the role of tobacco control legislation.  Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any 
further queries. 
 
 
With best wishes, 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Professor Mike Daube      Laura Bond 
Director 
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Objective: To investigate the role of the retail environment in cigarette marketing in Australia, one of the
‘‘darkest’’ markets in the world.
Design: Analysis of 172 tobacco industry documents; and articles and advertisements found by hand
searching Australia’s three leading retail trade journals.
Results: As Australian cigarette marketing was increasingly restricted, the retail environment became the
primary communication vehicle for building cigarette brands. When retail marketing was restricted, the
industry conceded only incrementally and under duress, and at times continues to break the law. The
tobacco industry targets retailers via trade promotional expenditure, financial and practical assistance
with point of sale marketing, alliance building, brand advertising, and distribution. Cigarette brand
advertising in retail magazines are designed to build brand identities. Philip Morris and British American
Tobacco are now competing to control distribution of all products to retailers, placing themselves at the
heart of retail business.
Conclusions: Cigarette companies prize retail marketing in Australia’s dark market. Stringent point of sale
marketing restrictions should be included in any comprehensive tobacco control measures. Relationships
between retailers and the industry will be more difficult to regulate. Retail press advertising and trade
promotional expenditure could be banned. In-store marketing assistance, retail–tobacco industry alliance
building, and new electronic retail distribution systems may be less amenable to regulation. Alliances
between the health and retail sectors and financial support for a move away from retail dependence on
tobacco may be necessary to effect cultural change.

A
ustralia is a highly restricted marketing environment
for tobacco. Federal Australian law has made most
forms of tobacco marketing illegal, starting in 1976 and

reaching a watershed in the (Federal) Tobacco Advertising
Prohibition (TAP) Act 1992.1 On a background of existing
television, radio, and cinema bans, the TAP Act prohibited
print advertising, domestic sponsorships, and billboard
advertising with some exceptions, including ‘‘internationally
significant’’ sponsorships and advertising in retail trade
publications.1 The TAP Act permits in-store advertising,
although this is overridden if stronger State legislation exists.
Australia’s eight states and territories are inconsistent on
point of sale (POS) advertising and promotions.2

This paper was stimulated by a desire to understand how
manufacturers approach the role of retailers in a restricted
market like Australia. Another paper in this supplement
explains the difference between above-the-line marketing
(mass media advertising) and below-the-line marketing
(which includes POS marketing). It also describes the general
trend across industries towards integrated marketing, the
tobacco industry’s increased investment in below-the-line
advertising to prepare consumers for impending restrictions
on above-the-line, and the non-retail marketing strategies
used to promote cigarettes in Australia.3 Another relevant
paper in this supplement discusses the three brand categories
operating in Australia—premium, mainstream, and super-
value.4

Some international research has considered the role of the
retailer in marketing. US research has shown that retailer
incentive payments (for POS agreements) are growing5;
retailers receive proportionally more incentives from tobacco
than other industries6; and 81% of industry marketing
expenditure is on these ‘‘promotional allowances’’, through
contracts which stipulate terms such as in-store placement

and reimburse retailers for selling at cheaper prices.7 The US
industry’s retail marketing plans reflect the age, race, and
wealth of the retailer’s customers,8–10 and POS promotions are
used more extensively in contexts where other industry
strategies are curbed by regulation.11 Retail marketing and
relationship building with retailers in the UK has also been
described.12 One small study of retailer compliance with new
marketing restrictions in Western Sydney showed a high
degree of compliance, and suggested that non-compliant
retailers had sometimes been misinformed by industry
representatives.13 Other than this study, there has been little
exploration of the significance of retail marketing in
Australia in the literature.

METHODS
This paper draws on three sources: tobacco industry docu-
ments, reporting in Australian retail trade publications, and
cigarette advertising in Australian retail trade publications.

Tobacco industry documents came from sites on the world
wide web arising from litigation in the USA.14 Documents
came from the primary sites of the manufacturers,15 the
Council for Tobacco Research,16 and the US Tobacco
Institute,17 and the secondary sites of Tobacco Documents
Online (Bliley, BC, Health Canada and Guildford
Miscellaneous collections),18 the Canadian Council for
Tobacco Control site,19 the British Columbia Ministry of
Health Services site,20 and the Center for Disease Control
Guildford site.21 The search string (pagewood or moorabbin

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Abbreviations: BATA, British American Tobacco Australia; PML, Philip
Morris Australia Limited; POS, point of sale; TAP Act, Tobacco
Advertising Prohibition Act; TPE, trade promotional expenditure
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or granville or australia or sydney or melbourne or brisbane
or hobart or adelaide or perth or canberra or amatil or wills)
has been used throughout the project to gather documents
relating to the Australian market. Six hundred and ninety
two of these were relevant to cigarette branding in Australia,
and of these 172 dealt specifically with issues of transport-
ability of brands and the importance of retailers. This paper
presents only a subset of the evidence: all 172 documents are
available from http://tobacco.health.usyd.edu.au/site/gate-
way/docs/search.htm. An overview of our approach to
document searching and analysis is available elsewhere.22

The three main trade journals—Australian Retail Tobacconist,
Retail World, and Australian Service Station and Convenience Store
News (pre November 2001)/Australian Convenience Store News
(post November 2001)—were searched by hand from 1990 to
the present. All articles and corporate advertisements that
mentioned tobacco products or companies were copied.
Industry documents and articles from retail trade publica-
tions were collected and analysed in the same way. A
materialist, intersubjective position was assumed23 24; the aim
was to understand cigarette retailing from the industry and
the retailers’ point of view. All identified statements to
cigarette retailers or about cigarette retailing were annotated
verbatim, organised chronologically, and then grouped
iteratively into emergent themes.

In addition advertisements for ready made cigarettes in
retail trade publications were examined. All advertisements
placed by Philip Morris Australia Limited (PML), British
American Tobacco Australia (BATA), or Imperial Tobacco
Limited for ready made cigarettes from January 2001 to June
2003 were colour copied. One hundred instances of advertis-
ing, comprising 44 unique advertisements for only 13 brands
were identified from the 30 month period of study.
Advertisements were classified into the three brand cate-
gories defined by the Australian cigarette industry: premium
(quality, mostly international brand cigarettes), mainstream
(the ‘‘Aussie’’ brands Peter Jackson and Winfield), and
supervalue (budget cigarettes).4

The author further classified each unique advertisement
according to five questions, which are defined in table 1.

A positioning statement is defined as ‘‘the part of the
brand identity and value proposition that is to be actively
communicated to the target audience… [to] demonstrate an
advantage over competitor brands’’.25 26 Brand identity is
defined as ‘‘a set of associations the brand strategist seeks to
create or maintain… what the organisation wants the brand
to stand for’’ and the ‘‘value proposition’’ is a statement of
the benefits that the brand offers.25 26 Examples of Australian
positioning statements are ‘‘Anyhow, have a Winfield’’,
‘‘Longbeach 40s: more to enjoy’’, ‘‘Fresh is Alpine’’,

‘‘Medium: when you want a flavourful mid tar cigarette’’,
and ‘‘West Ice cool taste’’.

RESULTS
The POS in Australian cigarette marketing
The Australian industry has always used the retail environ-
ment as a conduit for personal communication with
consumers. As early as 1955 Philip Morris promised retailers
‘‘free, top quality display material’’.27 By the 1960s Australia
was ‘‘a lively active market with a great deal of aggressive
advertising and point of sale’’, and Philip Morris employed 44
‘‘salesmen’’. These salesmen serviced retailers and performed
consumer tradeups. In a ‘‘tradeup’’ the salesman exchanged
a packet of Philip Morris cigarettes for the cigarettes a
consumer was smoking, an activity they were expected to
perform opportunistically everywhere they went.28

In the 1970s and 1980s manufacturers provided retailers
with everything from signs announcing opening hours, push/
pull door signs, menu boards and clocks, as well as in-store
premiums (gifts with purchase, often linked to branded
sports sponsorship), hostesses, competitions, and ‘‘switch
selling’’ programmes. ‘‘Switch selling’’ occurred when a
customer asked for a competitor brand of cigarettes in a
shop: the company sales representative would offer to buy
the customer a packet of their company’s brand instead.29–32

The rise of retail as marketing was restricted
In 1992, a PML presentation argued: ‘‘new government
restrictions are rapidly increasing the importance of retail
marketing as a part of the overall marketing mix. With this
comes aggressive competition for in-store space and impor-
tantly, cut through* to the consumer…’’.33 Previous to the
TAP Act, above-the-line had been the primary vehicle for
building brand image, and below-the-line strategies ‘‘pro-
vid[ed] important support for these established images’’.33

The ‘‘net result’’ of the TAP Act, argued PML’s spokesperson,
was that ‘‘we must now extend below the line programs to
encompass the image building role… retail marketing is
therefore no longer the support mechanism, [but] the
primary communication vehicle’’.33

In the early 1990s, before and after the TAP Act was
introduced, the industry poured resources into ‘‘big specials
which both reward and involve smokers’’,34 including
gondola end spectaculars (large three dimensional displays
covering the entire end of a grocery aisle), competitions and
sweepstakes, window displays, promotions in unique retail
settings such as cafes and video stores, premiums, and more
frequent changes in imagery, all in search of the holy grail of
consumer attention and awareness.34–36 To create ‘‘over-
powering’’ beach imagery in shops in the early days of
PML’s Longbeach brand, for example, old two dimensional
display units were replaced by ‘‘full 3D representations of the
beach environment’’, including ‘‘beach chairs… sand, sea-
gulls and even footprints on the floor’’, supported by beach
photographs incorporated into the pack, and themed
premiums such as beach bags.33

On the eve of local sponsorship bans, PML wrote: ‘‘as of
1996, the primary point of communication between ourselves
and our consumers will be inside a retail outlet… In-store
POS material, discounted stock units, on-pack premium
offers, strategically located stock displays in-store (as well as
in windows and showcases), need to be dominated by PML...
In summary, the spend focus has shifted from media,
outdoor and consumer promotions to in-store [POS manage-
ment], contracting for display space, partnerships with

Table 1 Criteria for analysis of tobacco advertisements
from retail trade publications

Question Yes if:

Was something ‘‘new’’ formally
announced in the advertisement?

The adjective ‘‘new’’ was used to
describe a featured brand or variant

Did a cigarette pack appear? A picture of one or more cigarette
packs appeared

Was imagery (excepting a
cigarette pack or trademark)
used?

Non-text photographs or graphics
appeared portraying something other
than a cigarette pack or trademark

Was retailing information
provided?

The advertisement contained text
which actively addressed the retailer,
describing business benefits such as
profit margins, sales figures or brand
share

Was a positioning statement
used?

The advertisement contained a
positioning statement for the brand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

*‘‘Cut through’’ is marketing jargon for getting the consumer’s attention
above the ‘‘noise’’ of a crowded advertising environment.
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retailers to build business, and international sponsorships.’’36

Accordingly, by 1995 PML already had ‘‘long term agree-
ments with retailers to ensure a dominant POS presence’’ in
preparation for restrictions.36

Responses to retail marketing restrictions
Given the increased importance of retail in a restricted
marketing environment, it is not surprising that, as various
states limited POS promotions, the industry’s retail strategies
constricted only incrementally and under duress. Mass
displays of cartons were used to ‘‘paint a billboard’’, but
were soon noticed by regulators.37 When regulation prevented
POS displays from including brand logos, brand colours were
used instead through balloons and streamers.37 The same
occurred for premiums. Originally items selected for their
resonance with a brand’s identity were branded with trade-
marks and offered as gifts with purchase. When trademarks
on gifts were banned, the same gifts continued to be offered,
in the colours of the brand, minus the trademark. In 1995, for
example, smokers who bought two packs of Marlboro were
offered a red cap with an F1 car (rather than a Marlboro
logo) embroidered on it.36 When premiums for cigarette
purchases were banned Wills gave retailers cricket bats to
raffle to consumers who bought ‘‘anything to the value of a
carton of Benson & Hedges’’.36

Where possible, POS displays capitalised on the long-
standing international sports sponsorships of the cigarette
brands. This was seen by the manufacturers to provide
‘‘unquestionable legitimacy’’ at the POS: the familiarity of
the link between the sport and the product and the synergy
between the display and the sport, making consumers more
comfortable with the marketing.38 Manufacturers remain
willing to test the law—for example, with a recently used
custom made silver bar-refrigerator holding Alpine cigarettes
for sale in shops, illegal in NSW39 but tested by the
manufacturers anyway.� PML believes that legislation for-
cing all cigarette products below the counter is probable
across Australia in the medium term.40

The new power of retailers and the industry’s
response
Retailers are important to tobacco companies, as almost all
cigarettes are sold in retail shops. Conversely, tobacco
products are an extremely important category for many retail
businesses. Unfortunately the retail sector is complex and
availability and quality of data from public sources on retail
cigarette sales is inconsistent, and thus difficult to summar-
ise. The most comprehensive review available suggested that
the margin of sales from cigarettes and tobacco as a
proportion of gross margin was 71% for tobacconists, 20%
for petrol stations, 17% for convenience, 11% for grocery, and
8% for mixed businesses.41 AC Nielsen creates an annual ‘‘Top
100 Brands’’ report on the grocery/supermarket sector based
on sales value, and tobacco brands reliably inhabit six out of
the top 10 places in this list, beaten only by Coca Cola. A
report on the convenience store sector based on data from
2000 showed that the ‘‘cigarette’’ category accounted for
34.68% of total sales, far exceeding the next largest
categories, beverages (12.7%), milk (8.03%), and confection-
ery (7.86%).42 Although the data are difficult to pin down,
there is no doubt that tobacco is important to the Australian
retail sector.

Despite this apparent dependence on tobacco, a combina-
tion of the disappearance of above-the-line and concentration
of the grocery market in Australia35 has put large retailers in

particular in a strong negotiating position, and their loyalty is
not guaranteed. Cigarette manufacturers maintain their
relationships with retailers through five channels:

N trade promotional expenditure

N in-store display hardware and assistance with POS
marketing

N corporate advertising and alliance building

N brand advertising direct to retailers

N a new, innovative electronic distribution system.

Trade promotional expenditure
Trade promotional expenditure (TPE) consists of retailer
rewards, retailer loyalty programmes, rebates, and price
supports.43–46 Price support and rebates direct to the retailer
have been important since at least the 1960s and are
increasingly so46–49; in the absence of above-the-line advertis-
ing, the industry sees such pricing strategies as an increas-
ingly important component of marketing.4 Loyalty
programmes, in contrast, provide personal rewards to the
retailer. In 1995, for example, PML ran an incentives scheme
where retailers who placed Longbeach products prominently
received ‘‘Longbeach Dollars’’ that could be spent at special
auction nights.36 Such rewards must be sufficient to stimulate
loyalty, as demonstrated by a failed 1994 Rothmans
programme in which the rewards were too low.36

Display units and assistance with POS marketing
RJ Reynolds reported that ‘‘[Australian] retailers immedi-
ately realised they were sitting on a ‘‘gold mine’’ at retail
when print and OOH [out of hours] went away’’, and that as
a result ‘‘the cost of the real estate went through the roof for
Australia’’, forcing manufacturers to pay millions of
Australian dollars for entire massive sets of retail display
hardware to ensure ‘‘an advantaged position (the only piece
of 2000 cm advertising)’’.37 Presumably this high cost was not
just for the physical manufacture and installation of the
units, but also a large fee for the right to use the only small
piece of advertising space still available. PML has also
acknowledged the importance of providing ‘‘innovative and
customised instore [display] hardware’’44 and other mer-
chandising supports, shouldering the financial burden placed
on retailers as a result of regulatory changes to the display of
cigarettes. As RJ Reynolds noted: ‘‘[providing customised
hardware] could play a major role in the future on who is
perceived as the must-have companies. Retailers will be
looking for new and creative ways to sell and merchandise
cigarettes.’’37

Personal relationships between company representatives
and retailers certainly appear to be valued in tobacco culture,
as evidenced by awards to staff who excel in developing these
‘‘invaluable’’ relationships,50 and RJ Reynold’s concern that
after TAP ‘‘field people [were] totally confused about what
[was] important… morale was five times worse than their
expectations…[and] massive cultural/past behaviour change
issues…existed’’.37 ‘‘Field people’’ assist retailers with every-
thing from planograms or POGs—diagrams that show how
and where to display products in order to increase customer
purchases—to local area marketing—designing a stock
selection and display tailor made for the demographics of
the area in which the business is situated.51

In 1998 a Wills marketing manager illustrated just how
serious the industry is about the minutiae of legal cigarette
displays in regulation sales units. ‘‘We’ve been pushing
retailers to put their cigarettes on the back wall, and we’ve
had some initiatives where we’ve block-stocked our products.
Instead of using a gravity-fed overhead dispenser, we’ve used
a cascade tray to build up a big brand image. That orients the

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

�A picture of this display unit can be viewed at http://www.ashaust.
org.au/lv4/Lv4resources_tobacco_ads.htm
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product towards the consumer rather than having it facing
the floor so you see more of the packet. The company has also
changed the packet colours on one of its major brands—
Horizon—so that it’s a uniform blue. The aim of the exercise
is instant recognition: along with Benson and Hedges, that’s
given us full gold and blue blocks on display and that helps
our brands stand out.’’52 The maintenance of ‘‘POS dom-
inance’’, the strengthening of brand symbols and colours for
instant recognition (via pack design), and the extension of
these colours and the brands’ personalities into the POS are
continuing, carefully negotiated strategies,44 which also offer
benefits to the retailer through highly organised and
professional support for their merchandising.

Alliance building
The manufacturers promote their corporate image direct to
retailers, and work to recruit retailers as political allies.44 53 54

Retail trade publications contain both editorials consistent
with tobacco rhetoric and photographs of tobacco manufac-
turers’ constant presence at retail trade fairs, seminars, and
award nights.

All three manufacturers take out frequent corporate
advertising in retail trade journals, promising the retailer
better service and support and urging them to work with
company representatives to ‘‘maximize your profits’’.51 55

Each promotes a slightly different corporate identity. BATA,
the serious industry leader, warns about the penalties for
selling ‘‘chop chop’’ (illegal loose tobacco), promises to
provide important information on its corporate website, and
occasionally promotes the benefits of its brands with dense

pages of text and graphs. PML’s corporate image is more
approachable, promising good service and support, brands
that young people like to smoke, and bigger profits. Imperial,
the new entrant, promises high tech ‘‘younique’’ service
unencumbered by age and tradition, pledging ‘‘at Imperial,
we take a more individual approach to your business. We
listen, we learn and we deliver’’. Tobacco is part of retail
culture.

Brand advertising in trade publications
Another important channel of communication between the
industry and retailers is brand advertising in retail trade
publications. A total of 44 such advertisements were
examined as previously described. The results are presented
in table 2.

The advertisements examined did not solely or even
primarily perform an information function. Only a minority
announced something new, such as changes in pack size,
pack style, or tar banding.

Two kinds of imagery appeared in the advertisements:
packs or trademarks, and other imagery. Retailers selling
cigarette products need to be able to identify cigarette packs:
this enables them to make orders and provide customers with
the products they request. It is thus unsurprising that
advertising in retail trade publications frequently contained
pictures of packs. However, it is not necessary for a retailer to
be able to associate, for example, Alpine with deserted
beaches or Winfield with boxing matches. Despite this,
particularly in premium and mainstream advertising, ima-
gery in addition to the trademark or pack was also used to

Table 2 Content of brand advertising in retail trade publications*

Premium Mainstream Value Total

Number of unique advertisements 23 11 10 44
Number of brand families represented 8 2 3 13
New things announced 8 5 4 17
Cigarette pack appears 19 11 9 39
Imagery other than pack or trademark used 20 9 6 35
Text schools in retailing 6 9 8 23
Positioning statement used 15 6 7 28

*Number of unique advertisements January 2001 to June 2003 containing the listed content.

Figure 1 Mainstream advertisement,
featuring positioning statement and
imagery to build brand identity as well
as retail information regarding sales
volume.
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build these associations, attempting to create brand identities
in the retailers’ minds.25 26 Imagery used included 1950s-style
photographs; carefree beach scenes; abstract compositions
based on electrical wires and computer chips; scenes of
fishing, playing billiards or doing woodwork; nightclub-style
lights; calm lakes; and tablecloths holding soothing cups of
coffee.

The function of text in the advertisements also differed
between the brand categories premium, mainstream, and
supervalue. Positioning statements for high profit premium
brands in particular were relatively abstract and focused on
building brand identity,25 26 including ‘‘WHEN YOU’RE READY’’,
‘‘Fresh is Alpine’’, ‘‘LIVE&WIRED’’, ‘‘CONNECT&COMMIT’’, ‘‘The spirit
of Marlboro in a light cigarette’’, ‘‘TEST IT’’, or ‘‘Passion for
Power’’. Positioning statements for mainstream (fig 1) and
supervalue brands more frequently emphasised the value
proposition for the brand, such as ‘‘Australia’s best value’’.
Text which explicitly schooled in retailing was proportionally
far less common for premium brands, consistent with the
strong brand identity building orientation in their advertis-
ing.

e-Distribution: placing tobacco companies at the
heart of retail business
A 1994 PML document observed: ‘‘the importance of the
distribution system is growing as more marketing restrictions
are placed on the industry.’’43 Accordingly, both BATA and
PML have made globally unique efforts in the area of
distribution in recent years. Both now have associated
companies—e-Orders, established by PML in January 2001,
and Quatro Four, launched by BATA in December 2001—
which operate as major integrated distribution hubs for small
retailers (convenience, newsagents and petrol stations,) not
just for tobacco products, but for a range of fast moving
consumer goods including beverages, confectionery, ice
cream, phone cards, convenience foods, dairy products, and
automotive parts.56 e-Orders has 650 retail customers, and
Quatro Four signed more than 2000 in its first nine months of
operation, including both national chains and small inde-
pendent retailers.56 57

Although at present retailers can use both systems
simultaneously for different products, the trade thinks that
‘‘ultimately, there is only really room for one ordering system.
The two electronic ordering specialists—e-Orders and
Quatro—are scrambling for critical mass, for retailers and
suppliers’’.56 e-Ordering has become a new frontier for
competition and control between the manufacturers. The
systems are currently advertised and editorialised about
extensively in the trade literature, promising increased
efficiency, tailoring, reduced supply chain costs to the
retailer, integration with POS technology to enable auto-
mated stock management, and upcoming financial manage-
ment services such as electronic invoicing and automatic
account payment. Quatro Four offers incentives such as a
years’ free internet access for joining up, and promises
convenience store owners that they will ‘‘help you compete
with the big guys’’ (large grocery supermarket chains) by
providing budget priced POS computer systems and other
technology.56

It is important to note that these two initiatives are not
centralised systems rolled out to Australia from overseas—
they are local startup enterprises, and may in fact be
implemented in overseas markets by PMI and BAT if they
continue to be successful. Both systems contain tobacco
advertising, position tobacco at the heart of a retailer’s
business along with other more benign product categories,
and according to their spokespeople ‘‘will enable sales reps to
go back to being professional representatives for their
companies, helping retailers to build their sales, rather than

spending inordinate amounts of time as order takers’’.58 It
remains to be seen whether the manufacturers value sales
representatives as they say they do, or whether an increase in
e-ordering will lead to their redundancy.

DISCUSSION
The POS, always an important marketing environment for
the Australian cigarette industry, has been transformed in
the last five decades. Originally retail marketing was a mere
support mechanism for above-the-line activities. When
above-the-line was banned, the retail environment became
the front line for brand building, absorbing massive resources
and being seen as the primary site for sustaining relation-
ships with the consumer. When retail was restricted by some
states, the industry conceded only incrementally and under
duress. The fact that the law is broken in retail marketing
suggests that the retail promotions, however modest, are still
highly prized in Australia’s dark market.

Given that the industry explicitly defines retail as the new
frontier in a dark market, effective tobacco control regulation
should include stringent control of the retail environment.
Given the industry’s creativity and risk taking, the only way
of preventing promotion of products at retail would be to
require all products to be placed under the counter.
Consumers could make purchases from product listings,
and the law could define and standardise the format of these
listings, allowing only product names and differentiating
information such as pack size. The industry expects tobacco
products to be forced under the counter, and their expecta-
tions should be fulfilled.

Another measure of the importance of the retail environ-
ment is the energy and resources expended by the industry
on their relationships with retailers, demonstrated through
trade promotional expenditure, in-store marketing assis-
tance, alliance building, brand advertising in the trade press,
and the new electronic retail distribution system. Regulating
some of these aspects of the retail environment will be much
more difficult than regulating the display of products.

Elements potentially more amenable to change are
branded advertising in the retail press and TPE. Given that
TPE impacts on price and thus can reduce the effectiveness of
taxation strategies, the possibility of regulating it on
economic as well as marketing grounds could be considered.
Branded product advertising to retailers could potentially be
banned in the upcoming review of the TAP Act. Brand
identities are built in these advertisements by associating
brands with distinctive imagery and by the use of brand
positioning statements. In premium cigarette advertising in
particular, brand identity building is more prominent than
retailing information. It is hard to imagine why the tobacco
industry would continue investing in such brand building
activity if they did not think it was beneficial to the business
of selling more cigarettes. Retailers’ brand recognition
requirements could be fulfilled by simple text lists and
thumbnail package illustrations, a format already used for
presenting information on brand share in some publications.
Retailing information, such as market share and profit
margins, could readily be provided without being associated
with brand identity building imagery.

The tradition of the industry paying for in-store display
hardware provides an opportunity. This precedent means that
regulatory changes in retail displays could in future be
defined as the industry’s financial responsibility, reducing
the burden on individual retailers. In contrast, the industry’s
traditional role in supporting and informing retailers as to the
display of cigarettes should ideally be absorbed by health
authorities, moving the emphasis from maximising sales to
compliance with regulation. If the rise of e-distribution does
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undermine the role of the sales representative it may provide
a window of opportunity to effect this change.

The major threats to tobacco control in the retail sector
appear to be the strong political alliances between tobacco
and retail, profits that tobacco products offer to retailers, and
the new developments in e-distribution. These will all be
difficult to disrupt. It may be necessary for health groups to
begin traditional alliance building activities with the retail
sector, as has been done to an extent with the sporting sector
in the advent of local sponsorship bans. It may also be
necessary, as occurred in sport and the farming sector, to
commit some proportion of public monies to support the
movement of small businesses away from dependence on
tobacco and into other categories. Given the tobacco tax
windfall that the federal government collects and does not
hypothecate, this seems a reasonable means by which to
acknowledge the genuine financial dependence of some
small businesses on tobacco.

If these regulatory challenges can be met, and other forms
of below the line marketing are also regulated, Australia may,
finally, become a truly dark market for tobacco.
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FACT SHEET 2

Quit Victoria 
calls on you 
to support 
a complete 
ban on 
tobacco 
displays

TOBACCO DISPLAYS 
MYTHS vs FACTS

Before Tobacco products prominently displayed to young people under current law.

After Tobacco products out of sight after a complete display ban.
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Since the ban on tobacco 
advertising across 
Australia, tobacco displays 
remain a major advertising 
vehicle for the tobacco 
industry to promote its 
products. The tobacco 
industry will fight to 
retain this last form of 
advertising and engages 
industry front groups, such 
as the National Alliance of 
Tobacco Retailers (NATR), 
to spread myths about 
the damaging impact 
display bans may have 
on retailers. It does this 
by quoting anecdotal 
“evidence” or “research” 
as “facts” - “facts” that 
cannot be substantiated. 
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MYTHS vs FACTS

MYTH

A display ban will damage your business. A display ban will harm your tobacco sales. A display 
ban will harm your profitability. A display ban will reduce the value of your business asset. 
National�Alliance�of�Tobacco�Retailers“

Myth 1
Modifications will be expensive 
and tobacco companies won’t  
provide display units and 
incentive payments.

The Facts
�Tobacco�companies�
commonly�pay�for�retailers’�
display/storage�fixtures�and�
shelving�modifications�and�
it�is�expected�that�these�
costs�and�other�incentives�
to�persuade�retailers�to�
promote�certain�brands�
will�continue�to�be�met�by�
the�tobacco�industry.*
�Retailers�that�do�not�
receive�financial�assistance�
from�tobacco�companies�
will�not�face�high�costs.�
Following�the�introduction�
of�display�bans�overseas,�
existing�drawers,�curtains�
and�sliding�doors�in�front�
of�existing�shelving�were�
used�as�inexpensive�and�
easy�to�install�methods�
of�compliance.*�

n

n

Myth 2
Display bans will reduce 
profits and have a 
disproportionate impact  
on small business.

The Facts
�Complete�display�
bans�introduced�in�
Saskatchewan,�Canada,�
resulted�in�no�stores�
being�closed�down�and�no�
staff�being�dismissed.*
�Any�fall�in�the�sale�and�
consumption�of�tobacco�
products�will�not�happen�
instantly,�it�will�occur�
over�time�and�have�no�
critical�impact�on�retailers’�
sales/profit�margins.�
�Display�space�freed�up�by�
tobacco�display�bans�will�
be�sought�out�by�other�
products.�Consumers�no�
longer�buying�cigarettes�
will�switch�to�spending�
on�other�goods�and�
services�that�are�likely�to�
have�greater�employment�
generating�capacity�than�
tobacco�manufacturing�
and�retailing�businesses.*�

n

n

n

Myth 3 
Display bans will increase  
the regulatory burden  
on retailers. 

The Facts
�Retailers�who�set�up�
their�own�displays�
often�fail�to�comply�
with�current�Victorian�
law�and�regulation�due�
to�its�complexity.�
�Displays�set�up�by�
the�tobacco�industry�
representatives�often�fail�to�
comply.�It�is�the�retailer�who�
incurs�a�fine�if�penalised,�
not�the�tobacco�company.�
�A�complete�ban�would�
simplify�and�ease�the�
regulatory�burden�currently�
endured�by�retailers.

n

n

n

Myth 4 
Retailers will need a long lead 
time to ensure that they can 
comply with new display laws.

The Facts
�The�tobacco�industry�
commonly�employs�tactics�
to�“buy�time”�and�delay�
legislative�reforms�that�will�
reduce�smoking�rates�and�
tobacco�company�profits.*
�The�NSW�government�
has�not�been�misled,�it�has�
announced�that�it�will�pass�
laws�requiring�most�stores�
to�comply�with�display�bans�
within�6�to�12�months.�
�Displays�are�frequently�
replaced�and�modified�to�
enhance�their�impact�and/or�
promote�certain�products.��

n

n

n

It is important that retailers and the public are not influenced by these myths and know the facts
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MYTHS vs FACTS

MYTH

A display ban will damage your business. A display ban will harm your tobacco sales. A display 
ban will harm your profitability. A display ban will reduce the value of your business asset. 
National�Alliance�of�Tobacco�Retailers ”

Myth 5 
Displays inform consumers 
of brand availability and are 
intended to promote brand 
switching. 

The Facts
�Smokers�are�intensely�brand�
loyal�with�less�than�10%�
switching�brands�annually.�
Some�76.6%�of�smokers�
surveyed�never�decided�on�
the�brand�they�purchased�
at�the�point�of�sale.*�
�A�display�ban�will�not�
preclude�the�use�of�product�
lists�and�price�boards/
tickets�to�identify�brands�
and�their�availability.�

n

n

Myth 6 
Bans will affect customer 
service and lead to increased 
thefts if staff are required to 
turn around or bend down. 

The Facts
�Staff�currently�turn�their�
backs�and�bend�down�to�
obtain�cigarette�packs�from�
displays.�It�is�likely�the�
introduction�of�a�ban�may�
reduce�the�need�to�bend�
down�or�turn�around.�
�Complete�display�bans�in�
Saskatchewan,�Canada,�
have�not�resulted�in�
increased�attacks�or�
reported�shoplifting�rates.*
�Product�lists�and�price�
tickets�will�make�it�
easy�for�staff�to�locate�
particular�products.

n

n

n

Myth 7 
There is no evidence that 
banning tobacco displays will 
reduce smoking prevalence. 

The Facts
�Solid�evidence�exists��
that�displays;

�Normalise�tobacco�
products�in�the�eyes�of�
young�people,�predisposing�
them�towards�smoking.*
�Provide�a�visual�cue�
that�can�trigger�impulse�
purchasing�among�
smokers,�especially�those�
who�are�trying�to�quit.*
�Make�the�quitting�process�
more�difficult�and�cause�
recent�quitters�to�relapse.*
�Act�as�a�buying�cue�
to�people�not�even�
intending�to�buy�
cigarettes,�contributing�
to�the�likelihood�of�
smoking�initiation.*�

n

n

n

n

Myth 8
Displays do not constitute 
tobacco advertising and 
would be anti-competitive.

The Facts
�Tobacco�displays�exist�in�
prominent�and�prime�retail�
space�and�generate�product�
awareness�among�current�
and�potential�smokers.*
�Tobacco�industry�
documents�reveal�that�
the�industry�identifies�
point�of�sale�as�a�major�
advertising�vehicle�to�
promote�its�products.*�
�Tobacco�companies�
maximise�advertising�by�
making�payments�to�secure�
premium�display�space�and�
fund�shelving�modifications�
as�part�of�“standard�
business�practices”.*
�Other�potentially�dangerous�
legal�products�are�restricted�
from�display�and�sold�from�
behind�the�counter�(such�
as�pharmaceuticals)
�A�complete�display�ban�
will�provide�a�level�playing�
field.�Other�avenues�for�
competition�between�
retailers�such�as�price�and�
service�will�not�be�affected.�

n

n

n

n

n
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THE BURDEN OF TOBACCO USE IN VICTORIA
�Smoking�is�the�leading�cause�of�preventable�disease�in�Victoria��
and�the�rest�of�the�world.
�Approximately�4000�Victorians�continue�to�die�from�smoking��
related�disease�each�year.*
�The�estimated�social�costs�of�smoking�in�Victoria�amount��
to�around�$5�billion�per�year.*

n

n

n

CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
�Approximately�8%�of�Victorian�school�children�aged�12–15��
and�19%�of�children�aged�16–19�are�current�smokers.�*
�The�brands�most�commonly�displayed�in�retail�outlets�are�the��
cigarette�brands�most�commonly�smoked�by�teenagers.*
�Many�of�Victoria’s�young�smokers�will�become�lifetime�
smokers�and�about�half�of�these�lifetime�smokers�will��
die�from�their�habit.�*

n

n

n

The Benefits
The economic and health benefits resulting from a display ban – a reduction in 
smoking rates and uptake by young people - will outweigh any loss of sales revenue 
or costs incurred by retailers and/or the tobacco industry. 
A decrease in smoking prevalence across Australia by 1% per annum for 5 
consecutive years, could result in the avoidance of almost 3000 hospitalisations for 
heart attack and approx 1000 hospitalisations for stroke (over a 7 year period) and 
reduce Australia’s health care costs by approx $61.6 million over the same period. 

*For further information or references please  
email Quit Victoria at query@quit.org.au
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Anything less than a complete display 
ban within 12 months is not enough 
to assist the Victorian Government to 
meet its targets to reduce smoking 
prevalence and reduce the avoidable 
deaths caused by smoking. 
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Tobacco displays attract new young smokers
Since the introduction of tobacco advertising bans, tobacco companies have become increasingly 
reliant on displays at the point of sale to attract attention to their products and stimulate sales. The 
main purpose of tobacco marketing is to attract new smokers since established smokers tend to be 
brand loyal.  

Each year thousands of children and young people in the United Kingdom start smoking, with 
around two-thirds starting before the age of 18.1 The younger a person starts smoking the greater 
the risk of getting lung cancer and other smoking related diseases.2  Because nicotine is so 
addictive, only around half of all smokers manage to stop smoking before they die.3  

Research shows that Point of Sale (PoS) display has a direct impact on young people’s smoking.  
In 2006, almost half (46%) of UK teenagers were aware of tobacco display at PoS and those 
professing an intention to smoke were more likely to recall brands that they had seen at the 
point of sale.4  Similarly research in Australia 5 and the USA6 has shown that point of sale display 
advertising of cigarettes normalises tobacco use for children and creates a perception that tobacco 
is easily obtainable.

UK Government response 
Following a consultation on the future of tobacco control,7  the Government has published a Health 
Bill which includes measures to protect children from tobacco including a proposal to prohibit the 
display of tobacco products at the point of sale.8  The Government intends to phase in the ban: 
larger retailers such as supermarkets will be required to remove tobacco products from public view 
in 2011 and small retailers by 2013.9

Tobacco Displays at the Point of Sale

ASH Briefing: Tobacco Displays at the Point of Sale

January 2009Submission 50 - App 3



ASH Briefing: Tobacco Displays at the Point of Sale

Tobacco display is a form of advertising 
The main reason for prohibiting the display of tobacco products at the point of sale is to protect 
children and young people from the promotion of tobacco. Most forms of tobacco advertising are 
now banned in the UK following the implementation 
of the Tobacco Advertising and Promotion Act 
(TAPA) 2002. In December 2004 regulations were 
put in place limiting tobacco advertising at the point 
of sale to a single A5 sized poster, with 30% of the 
area taken up by a health warning.   

Children and young people are particularly 
influenced by tobacco imagery10 11 and the 
effectiveness of tobacco advertising in recruiting 
children to smoking is the primary reason behind 
legislation banning such promotion.   

Although the TAPA 
includes regulatory 
authority to ban displays, there are currently no regulations in place. 
Tobacco companies have exploited this loophole and since 2003 
there has been considerable 
growth in the number and size 
of tobacco displays in many 
premises.12 13 Examples include 
the use of clocks and specially-
designed towers to highlight 
specific brands. Other tactics 
include the use of  back-lighting 
of gantries (shelving) and eye-
catching non-standard shelving 
to make the brands stand out. 14   

As can be seen from these images, the cigarette packs 
themselves are now the main form of cigarette advertising and 
the distinction between advertising and display has become 
blurred.   [See also related ASH Briefing on Plain Packaging]  

The following comments highlight the importance of the pack as a communication tool:  

“It is the communication life-blood of the firm... the silent salesman” i

“It is a promotional tool in its own right”ii

“It is a total opportunity for communications... a carefully planned brand or information 
communications campaign”iii

Growth of ‘brand families’ 
i Underwood R L, Ozanne J. Is your package an effective communicator? A normative framework for  
 increasing the communicative competence of packaging. J Market Commun 1998: 4: 207-20
ii Palmer A. The product. Principles of Marketing. Oxford University Press 2000
iii Mawditt N. Putting pack opportunities into the frame. World Tobacco 2006: 212: 36-7

2
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One way in which tobacco companies have succeeded in increasing point of sale exposure of 
their brands is by developing new variants of existing brands. Since 1998 brand families have 
grown in size by more than 50% with popular brands such as Benson & Hedges increasing brand 
variants from 4 in 1998 to 12 by 2008. The increase in brand variants is designed to maximise 
their visual impact on shop shelves. 

Impulse Purchasing
Tobacco marketing is not primarily targeted at existing regular smokers who are extremely 
brand loyal. Most smokers (86%) always buy the same brand of tobacco and only 6% say their 
decision about what brand to buy is made on the basis of the shop display.15 Tobacco displays do, 
however, prompt impulse purchases and increase sales by an estimated 12-28%16 Young people 
are particularly likely to make unplanned purchases. Ex-smokers and people who are trying to 
stop smoking are also vulnerable to these purchases, resulting in relapse.17  The following images 
are of a large tobacco promotion at a music festival in Wales which was attended by young 
people. 

Impact of display bans on youth smoking
Jurisdictions that have enforced tobacco point of sale bans as part of a range of tobacco control 
measures have seen a decrease in smoking prevalence among young people. In Iceland the 
prevalence of daily smoking among 15 year olds fell from 18.6% in 1999 prior to the cigarette 
display ban to 13.6%% in 2003, two years after the law came into effect and has continued to fall 
thereafter.18 

ASH Briefing: Tobacco Displays at the Point of Sale3

This innovative tobacco merchandising structure 
includes a smoking area on the upper level

Each ‘porthole’ contains a 
packet of cigarettes

Photography by Brendan Cook
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In Canada, research by the Canadian Tobacco Use Monitoring Survey shows that banning point 
of sale displays in a growing number of provinces has coincided with a fall in smoking prevalence 
rates amongst 15 to 19 year olds – from 22% in 2002 to 15% in 2007.19  

Financial Impact of Point of Sale display bans 
Those opposing a ban on the display of tobacco argue that it will have an adverse financial 
impact on retailers. For example, the Association of Convenience Stores estimates that it will 
cost retailers £1850 to implement point of sale regulations. However, the costs to retailers could 
be significantly less if money currently spent by the tobacco industry on in-store shelving and 
display was used to help retailers comply with any new regulations. The tobacco industry has a 
strong interest in ensuring the viability of retail outlets and data from Canada show that cigarette 
manufacturers  have continued to make payments to retailers despite the display bans. In fact the 
data show that in some provinces tobacco industry payments to retailers increased after the laws 
were implemented.20

Public Opinion
There is already majority public support for a ban on the display of tobacco products where they 
are sold.  A YouGov survey commissioned by ASH found that 59% of respondents in England 
said they were in favour whilst  just 16% were against the measure. 14  

ASH Briefing: Tobacco Displays at the Point of Sale4
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Jurisdictions that have banned tobacco displays at the point of sale 
Three countries (Iceland, Thailand and Ireland), 12 (out of 13) Canadian provinces and territories, 
the Australian states of Tasmania and Victoria and the Australian Capital Territory, and the British 
Virgin Islands have adopted laws to prohibit the visible display of tobacco products at point of 
sale.  

Iceland was the first country to implement a tobacco display ban in 2001.  The Canadian province 
of Saskatchewan followed suit in 2002 although this law was challenged by the tobacco industry 
and was struck down. It was reinstated on appeal in 2005 prompting other provinces to also 
implement display bans.  Thailand implemented its law prohibiting tobacco product displays in 
2005. Ireland’s law is due to come into effect in July 2009, the ACT in 2010, followed by Victoria 
and Tasmania  in 2011. 

Other jurisdictions that are considering tobacco product display bans include New Zealand and in 
Australia the states of New South Wales, Northern Territory and Queensland. 
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With trade ups (switching a consumer's opposition product for ours), sampling okod and
audible messages being illegali pMS. developed a "Sell No xeU" program to support the
relaunch of Marlboro in Australia .

Hostesses attend night clubs and special events to offer the product . They carry trays with
cigarettes and are approached by consumers . The hostesses are not permitted to talk about
the product being sold, merely state the price, and offer the product for sale .

BIGINDED P$~11~7[TkfS

Due to legislation banning branded premiums, PML have developed various graphies instead
of branding. For example, the M Big Country graphics appears on Marlboro lighters .

At appropriate times, Marlboro also utilise an unbranded Formula 1 car on their premiums.
For examplc, a two pack and red cap offer with an p'1 car embroidered on the cap, The F 1 car
is red and white without any Marlboro branding .

INSTORE RESTRICTIONS

While the restrictions on internal POS advertising are minimal In most States, and essentially
aim to prohibit visibility from a public place, or limit placement to positions adjacent to-where
cigarettes are sold, restrictions in New South Wales and Western Australia are particularly
constrainin& as outlined in the previous section on legislation .

We anticipated the legislation in these States and entered into long term agreements with both
controlled grocery chains and high grade tobacconists to ensure that we dominated brand
facings in these retail segments through contracted space and hardware .

To extend brand visibility beyond point of purchase locations, gene.ric materials to enable the
display of primary packaging in multiple, strategic locations within retail outlets have been
developed .

SPONSORShfIP

At the end of this year, our Peter Jackson brand loses its sponsorship of the touring cars and
rodeos, as these are local events and not events of international significance .

Alpine has just applied for an exemption for the 1995 Australian Ladies Masters. The last
exemption allowed the sale of Alpine Australian Ladies Masters merchandise within the
grounds of the event. However, we•aould only`refer to the event as the Australian Ladies
Masters an POS. •

. .:M :,
..

Although local sponsorships are ban4lrom year end, events of international significance
such as the Grand Prix Motor Racing are likely to continue, to the benefit of Marlboro . We
may have the option to seek to sponsor international events for our other brands .
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Alpine produces an unbranded diary call the "Ideas Diary" . This diary o#turs fashion tips,
recipe ideas and a restaurant guide.

With instore POS effectively the only form of advertising, Longbeach introduced an Auction
program that has been running nationally for three years. Retailers are required to place a
large number of POS items as well as Longbeach stock displays over a 10 week period,
hetailers receive points for compliance, and at the end of the display period they receive
Longbeach dollars. These dollars are utilised at an Auction night held in each State, and
retailers bid for prizes ranging from TV's, video recorders, and microwave ovens to golf clubs
and tennis racquets .

This promotion enables the Longbeach brand to dominate participating outlets over the
promotional period, as well as to strengthen retailer / sales representative relations .

WAVE3

Waves is an unbranded newsletter produced three times per amium by the 4Ipine brand,group .
It is sent out to a database of 37,000 adults consisting of both smokers and non-smokers . The
database is derived from people sending in an insert card from the Ideas Diary .

Each edition of Waves offers a premium to the database members at a reduced cost. In
previous years, Alpine smokers were able to send in pack tops to redeem premiums .
Howeva, with legislative changes, only cheques and money orders are legaL Previous
premium offers include candle stick holders, picture frames and sun-glasses .

in 1994 I'ML embarked on a program to increase the number of Alpine smokers on the Waves
database_ Insert cards were placed in Alpine packets giving smokers the opportunity to join
the database, resulting in 6,000 Alpine smokers responding .

RETAILER PROMOTION

Both the Longbeach 25's "Retailer Rewards" and Alpine Fridge Display Program" focussed
on retailers displaying a stock unit at point of purchase, as well as stocking all variants .

These promotions ran for three months and at the end of each month the retailer was rewarded
for committing to activities at a highel'r{evel than normally expected . For example, with the
Fridge promotion, rewards were as fol{ows : MoAth 1- polo top, Month 2 - socks and cap and
Month 3 - sports bag .

Retailer rewards are only paid out if the retailer complies to the conditions set . Itetailers
promotions also held to build retailer and sales representative rapport .
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Legislation is in place which either has or will shortly, proldbit the placement of tobacco
advertisements outside shops,, and prohibit the placement of internal tobacco advertisements
which are visible Erom a publio•place-

As a result, the sales force have focussed on the utilisation of shop windows and showcases to
present our products, both packets and cartons, to ensure ongoing consumer awareneas of our
brand range, availability and price.

C01yTR4CTED S.ELt.ING a17TT,ETS'

In 1996, PML will embark on a program designed to contract exclusive cigarette selling and
merchandising rights at events where large groups of people congregate . For example, The
Melbourne Cup.

RETAILER CLIT$

PML is planning to extend contracted arrangements for space and hardware to the Medium
grade outlets, via the creation of a Retailer Club which wllt offer members benefits for
additional commitments, and assist to build a stronger partnership with PML. The program is
currently in preparation .

INITrA .T7M BY THE o~'l"osXTxoN

- B, 4, T

During the cricket season, Wills set up Benson and Hedges stock displays with a cricket bat in
major tobacconist outlets. Each participating outlet is given two bats - one for the retailer and
one for the consumer.

As the legislation prevents consumers from buying Benson and Hedges to be eligible for the
cricket bat raffle, consumers must purchase anything in the store equal to or greater that the
price of a carton ofBenson and Hedges in order to enter the raffle .

XoTHMANS

Australia's number one brand Winfield (1Lothrnans) was supported in the media by Paul Hogan
advertisements . Brand association between Winoeld and Paul Hogan became so strong that to
this day this campaign is still one of Ausnalia's best . Hogan used what is now a classical fjpg
"Anyhow . . . . . . . . have a Winfield" .

Winfield has been successful instore :Gy utilisin~, this line without any imagery. The words
appear in yellow on a red background:gidjacent to a packet of Winfield. Almost 20 years after
the TV ban, people still associate WinBbld ..with Paul Hogan.
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Until the end of 1995, Rothmans can continue to sponsor the Winfield Cup - Australian Rugby
League (football) premiership_ Two years ago, they sponsored a T'ma Turner tour to
Australia, and her song "Simply the Best" has been used as the anthem for the WutSeld Cup .

As it is advertising rugby and the Winfield Cup, and not Winfield cigarettes, the clip which
features Tina Turner with rugby league players has been shown on TV as well as in cinetnas .

In 1994, Rothmans introduced their "Rothmans Loyalty Club" or winners program however,
tbe reward points for retailers to comply were too low, and few retailers have continued in the
program,

hfi1R,KE'PYNG. S.TLN'1>. LEVEL ANM MIX

WhOn print media was banned, marketing spend has focussed Instore . Although outdoor bill
boards (which will be completely phased out by the end of 1995) were also utilised, legislative
changes have increased the importance `ofwhere the consumer buys' .

Although the restrictions have not materially affected the size and structure of the sales force,
the incall mission has evolved, in part, as a response to them. Activities involved in the change
over of external signage, valances and awnings now occupy a minimal amount of sales forea
tirne.

As of 1996, the primary point of communication between ourselves and our consumerswill be
inside a retail outlet. Thus there is a much greater focus on the quality of the incall mission .
Instore P4S material, discounted stock units, on pack premium offers, strategically located
ifve stock displays instore (as well as in windows and showcases), need to be dominated by
PML.

Government legalisation will by the end of this year, bau all tobacco advertisements placed
outside of cigarette selling outlets, and restrict POSM inside. Our Marketing Materials
department continue to focus on producing innovative stock units that are eye catching and
stand out from instore clutter, and our sales force will continue to effectively utilise these
materials. All this is aimed at putting PML at the top of the consumers mind when they walk
into a cigarette selling outlet .

In summary, the spend focus has shifted from Media, Outdoor and Consumer Promotions to
In-store POSM, contracting for display space, partnerships with retailers to build business, and
international sponsorships .
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SLIDE

~

~
-A#" -** almost every other cigarette market in the world,,we are experiencing many changes

in the way we are able to market our products .

SLIDE 2 THE ENVIRONMENT

1,..
.

-Al~,v government restrictions are rapidly increasing the importance of retail marketing as a

part of the overall marketing mix .

<<~~~:"'~'~~._~ c
.

With this comes t.~

through t-o---the ..-consumer .A

SLIDE 3 THE MOTTO

,.~, .
~

competition ' for in-store space and importantly, cut
j

Australia's attitude to these developments ~~ to look forward, not back, ta p«s1 t1 ve 1y

utiiise the avenues available to increase our impact on consumers .

VZLILOWSZ
1
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SLIDE 4 80'S CONSUMER

During the 1980's,Ia range of above the line and below the line mediumsiwere available,ttr.

.aL. Largely,~ image building was the responsibility of above the line activities, with

retail!and contact programmes'providing important support for these established images

SLIDE 5 90'S CONSUMER

Legi s l at i ve changes i-A-the~,•l-at•e-801-s i n Austral i a ihave l ed to the l oss of pri nt medi a, and

restrictions on the other major above the line areas .

A~evg owv ~thg l t rre -`a cct"fivit'i°es~°trave°-'b'i~~ n_ .°reg u-l a ted',-i- t rr _°gerrrera'1_ ,th ii-s,--a re a h a s bee rr

~ . The net result is that we must now extend~below the line programs to

encompass the image building role . ~ Retail marketing is therefore no longer the support

mechanism,'it is the primary communication vehicle .

SI.I[)E 6 THE CHALLENGE

f:LILOIWSZ
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The challenge is therefore threefold .

Firstly, our established brands, will require retail activities which reinforce their

existing brand image, ; to prevent dilution of long and successful advertising campaigns .

SLIDE ? THE CHALLENGE 2

Secondly," New Products will reply upon highly impactful launch activities at retail which

can build the appropriate imagery as well as consumer awareness,

SLIDE 8 THE CHALLENGE - 3

Thirdly, the weight of programmes~must be such that the total level of consumer brand

awareness ~ at.44RA-t matcheWthat obtai ned wi th the previ ous marketi ng mi x .

SLIDE 9 CASE STUDIES

VLILOItOSZ
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,,,~ , c~ ('`
1•~.kJ`'1 .a ., ..

Ii

The changing environment`and PML Australia's recent development<~ are best related by looking

at three brand case studies .

SLIDE 10 ALPINE ISSUES - 1

Alpine ?5`s ~,, the market leading menthol br-and~and its premium positioning was built over

a long period .

SLIDE 11 ADVERTISING

SLIDE 12 ADVERTISING - 2

Using fresh, \clean a$r.rati-e imagery .`~ These campaigns have given Alpine high advertising

awareness,lwell in excess of its ~we market share .

SLIDE 13 ALPINE ISSUES 2

~~I~UltrUS~
I

Central to this was a heavy weight of,magazine and newspaper advertising,

4
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SLIDE 14 BOTH

targeted at young adult females,ithe primary market for the brand .

SLIDE 15 P0S

This was supported by similar point of sale executions,

SLIDE 16 ISSUES/DIRECT MAIL

Another integral aspect was Direct Mail to a considerable data base,

SLIDE 17 ALPINE DIARIES
.

bo4-=d around the long running and highly successful annual Alpine Fresh Ideas diaries .

9LILOMSZ
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SLIDE 18 DIARIES

These could be obtained via mail-in from magazine adverts,~as well as at retail on special

stock offers .

SLIDE 19 ISSUES CRITICAL

Obviously, the critical issue for Alpine in the future is to continue to convey this

imagery consistently, ;impactfully and to the appropriate target market .

SLIDE 20 2-D ADVERT

Consequently, the two dimensional executions of previous point of sale have been developed

into 3-D lifestyle displays placed at retail .

SIIDE ?1 GONDOIA END

LLiLOIMSZ
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This is typified by this new gondola end display currently being placed in large retail

supermarkets ;and department stores nationally .1 These outlets, with a high traffic flow of

female consumers,1 I are ideal vehicles for combining traditional retail promotion~'with

stronger more impactful Alpine imagery .

SLIDE 22 PREMIUMS 1

Similarly, the use of carefully selected premium offers, closely linked to overall brand

imagery

SLIDE 23 PREMIUMS - 2

allows the feel of Alpine to be extended

SLIDE 24 -ALPINE COFFEE SHOPS - 1

L,,,~ t.':-c .

Importantlv, retail merchandisinc; is beinq tarqeted at nutI etS h.eavi?ytrepuer) ter± by the

target market . Although coffee lounges are not necessarily high volume cigarette selling

outlets .
8LIL0tV0SZ
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SLIDE 25 ALPINE COFFEE SHOPS - 2

The brand can ensure high visibility continues amongst its key target consumers in this

environment ~ The material combines retailer benefits as shown in this menu board .

SLIDE 26 ALPINE COFFEE SHOPS

With the powerful effect of illuminated signage, especially in the often subdued lighting

within these store types .

SLIDE 27 ALPINE DIARY - 1990

The Alpine Diary campaign in 1990 was also used as the beginning of a new direction for the

brands direct mail campaign . I Although well branded at retail,/ the diary itself began to

understate branding,~in anticipation of the end of print media advertising .

SLIDE 28 ALPINE 1991

6LILOIMSZ
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By 1991,~branding had disappeared from the communication 1but the slow process ensured the

diary was unmistakably Alpine .

SLIDE 29 DIARY RETAIL

This was reinforced by Retail Branding~still allowable under the print media restrictions .

SLIDE 30 WAVES

Throughout 199(D, the branding on direct mail was subtly reduced, substituting the Waves

newsletter name and device for that of Alpine .

SLIDE 31 WAVES - 2

This process over 1990 has ensured that,las shown here,lthe newsletter retains strong

residual association to the brand,~despite the loss of overt branding .

SLIDE 32 WAVES - 3
08ILOMSZ
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The newsletter also provides the opportunity to contact our smokers every three months .

Whilst unbranded,lwe are able to offer fashionable premium offers for proof of purchase ~,

T4-i-s--ie--ac-h-i-eved-by-use-o-f-.a-tmbe~wh4-ch-teJls~sumers -the-numbef-ef

-paek-teps---requix.e4_to--r"

CASE STUDY 2

The second case study is Longbeach 40's .

SLIDE 33 ISSUES - 1

As a brand less than 2 years old, it does not have the same image heritage as Alpine .

SLIDE 34 ISSUES - 2

However, strong projection of the associated beach imagerylis important to add an extra

dimension to the brand for the longer term4beyond only the value proposition .

tBTLOTt,OSZ
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SLIDE 35 POS - PLAIN

To ensure this, the current beach campaign must be projected more forcefully at Retail .

SLIDE 36 POS - STACKER

Consequently, the older style stock display units have now become

SLIDE 37 POS - CHAIR

full 3-D representations of the beach environment. This beach chair stock unit is now in

widespread distribution nationally .

SLIDE 38 OLD GONDOLA

Similarly, old grocery stock displays such as this gondola end are now replaced

SLIDE 39 NEW GONDOLA Z8tLOtVOSZ

11
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by highly impactful units featuring sand,~seagulls and \footprints on the floor, together

with a Longbeach pack /I

SLIDE 40 NEW GONDOLA - 2

which has come alive with photographs of the beachlincorporated into it .

SLIDE 41 PREMIUMS OFFERS

As with Alpine, appropriate premium offers, in this case a beach bag,

SLIDE 42 PREMIUM OFFER RETAIL

Also come alive at retail and add strongly to the overall strength of brand image_...._.___ .-. . .~. ._._._ . . .-J,.~._ . . . ,
projection and awareness .

SLIDE 43 ISSUES - 3

£81LOMSZ
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An additional factor for Longbeach~is the direct retail targetin~W . ._. _ ._ _._ . .
competitors

SLIDE 44 HOLIDAY

f the brand by c*§Qw

such as Holiday 50's . To get across the Longbeach advantage as a full-sized cigarette,~and-----~-~-~-~-___ . .
to provide greater awareness and cut through in-store .

SLIDE 45 POS - TACTICAL

New Bright tactical POSM has been developed for use in short-term response campaigns,

SLIDE 46 POS TACTICAL - 2

and also for use on limited special offers such as this free lighter .

The use of such material overshadows competitor point of sale materials, but uses coloring

still closely associated with the brands overall beach imagery .

t,81L01b09Z
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CASE STUDY 3

The third brand to review is Peter Jackson 30's .

SLIDE 47 ISSUES - 1

As a brand under intense competitive pressure from new value offerings,~it is vital that

its image as a large,~xw,~mainstream brand is continually enhanced . Certainly, it is

critical that its share of total visibility remains high and impactful .

SLIDE 48 MODULAR SHOP

This process was begun some two years ago

adaptable to a wide range of retail outlets .

From this concept stage.. ._._.~=_~

SLIDE 49 FITTING S8IL0IV0SZ

with the development of branded shop fittings

14
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through modular shop outfitting

SLIDE 50 FINISH _ p„cVA^k,-

The new material enables brand visibility to dominate the retail outlet and consumer

attention in the store .

SLIDE 51 FINISH - 2

The end result is the Peter Jackson shop`seen here centrally located in a major shopping

centre .

SLIDE 52 GROCERY - 1

The same principle is also taken to Grocery self serve units as shown here

SLIDE 53 KIOSK

98ILOMSZ
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grocery store cigarette kiosks

SLIDE 54 TAKE AWAY

take away food stores

SLIDE 55 VIDEO

and new cigarette retailers such as video stores .( The overall objective is to ensure Peter

Jackson has widespread constant visibility across all major consumer traffic flow outlet

categories .

SLIDE 56 GONDOLA - OLD

Also, as with Alpine and Longbeach, stock display formats shown here .

SLIDE 57 CAMERA

L8IL0IV0SZ
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Have beennlinked to highly impactful consumer competition displays to increase appeal and

awareness .

SLIDE 58 CARS (1 . ;

Additionally, the major brand sponsorship of motor racing is carried over a6w to be point

of sale .

SLIDE 59 CAR ON TRAILER

As an extension of the sponsorship, a suitable re-built Australian classic Holden, mounted

on a trailer for portability .

SLIDE 60 ENTRIES

was used as a consumer prize in a major national competition

SLIDE 61 IN CENTRE 88ILOMSZ
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It also becomes the centre piece for eN* a" promotionS by our representatives, )rotated

each week around major shopping centres,`nightclubs and hotels .

SLIDE 62 PREMIUMS - 1

To these major display programmes are added a regular stream of premium items, all heavily

brand identified, including beer coolers .
r.---

SLIDE 62 PREMIUMS - 2

and lighter offers .

SLIDE 63 PREMIUMS - 3

As part of the brand strategy of exploring new and novel premium items, video rental

coupons

SLIDE 64 PREMIUMS - 4 68I LO MSZ
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and free movie passes

SLIDE 65 MOVIE GONDOLA

have become the centre piece of eye catching stock displays, again in high traffic flow

shopping centres .

SLIDE 66 ISSUES - 3

Given the competitive pressure the brand is experiencing,lthe national launch of the new

2MG Ultimate variant in April 1991 was critical to arresting recent brand share decline .

Peter Jackson was the first major franchise to release a 2MG variant, and this was also the

first post media banllaunch by Philip Morris .

SLIDE 67 POS - ULTIMATE

06IL0IV0SZ
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The theme Ultimate lightness was taken to retail heavily across a wide range of material .

SLIDE 68 POS - ULTIMATE - 2

To increase the launch impact, the central advertising device, (the floating pack, became~--------~--
the centre piece jof new 3-Dimensional materials including.----- .-

SLIDE 69 POS - ULTIMATE - 3

lighter offers

SLIDE 70 POS - ULTIMATE - 4

point of sale product highlighters

SLIDE 71 POS - ULTIMATE - 5

and ultimately to large in store s~ displays .

T6TLOtVOSZ
20
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SLIDE 72 POS - ULTIMATE - 6

When used in conjunction with consumer sampling personnel, the new brand message reaches

consumers strongly.1 and clearly .

SLIDE 73
FlcP~

CAR & DISPLAY

This can then be combined with the appeal of the racing sponsorship into an immediately aye

catching product display, here seen in a major discount store, K Mart .

Orl., dVI-~ VA.~& ~
% rv&0-= 74-== _:SUMMUY

Z6iL0IhOSZ
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

Letters intended for publication should be a
maximum of 500 words, 10 references, and one
table or figure, and should be sent to the editor at
the address given on the inside front cover. Those
responding to articles or correspondence published
in the journal should be received within six weeks
of publication.

Support from retailers for tightening the
Western Australian Tobacco Control Act
1990

EDITOR,—In 1996, 29% of 12–17 year old
smokers in Western Australia were able to
purchase cigarettes from a retail outlet despite
the Western Australia Tobacco Control Act
(1990) prohibiting the sale and supply of
tobacco products to persons under the age of
18 years.1 2 The fines imposed on retailers
prosecuted under the Act ($A5000 and
$A20 000 maximum for an individual retailer
and a corporate body, respectively) have not
deterred retailers from selling cigarettes to
minors, suggesting additional measures are
needed to reduce adolescent access to
cigarettes. We conducted a postal survey to
determine the level of support among owners
and managers of retail outlets in Western
Australia for making it illegal for minors
(under 18 years of age) to sell cigarettes and
other tobacco products, removing all indoor
point-of-sale advertising and having to store
cigarettes and other tobacco products out of
sight, under the counter.

We chose a random sample of 630 from the
4120 eligible retail outlets in Western
Australia listed in the current online Austral-
ian Yellow Pages directory. We telephoned
each outlet to verify that it was still in
business, obtain the name of the owner and
manager of the outlet, and confirm
willingness to receive the survey.

Consenting owners or managers were
asked to complete a 25 item questionnaire
regarding their level of support using five
point Likert scales (“strongly agree” to
“strongly disagree”). In view of anecdotal
reports of tobacco companies underwriting
the cost of re-fitting shops in return for guar-
anteed access to a significant proportion of
the display area, we asked whether each out-
let had received an oVer of this kind. We also
sought respondents’ age, sex, country of
birth, and smoking status.

Of 446 (70%) outlets agreeing to
participate, 236 (53%) returned a question-
naire, yielding a 37% response from our
original sample. The majority of respondents
(71%) felt that cigarettes and other tobacco
products were important in attracting passing
trade, and 88% reported that, at least half of
the time, someone buying cigarettes in the
shop would also buy something else. Twenty
eight per cent of the outlets had been
approached by a tobacco company with an
oVer to meet the costs of remodelling the dis-
play and counter area. Petrol stations and
food/general stores were approached more
often than the other types of outlets
(÷2 = 17.2; df = 4; p = 0.002).

Almost half (46%) of respondents were in
favour of making it illegal for minors to sell
cigarettes and tobacco, with an additional
18% undecided. Respondents born outside

Australia (36%) were more likely to support
this suggested change (÷2 = 11.4; df = 4;
p = 0.02). Responses were similar for owners
and managers, and across categories of
smoking status and sex of the respondent.

One third (34%) of respondents were in
favour of removing point-of-sale advertising and
an additional 19% were undecided. There was
little support for storing cigarettes and other
tobacco products under the counter (13%).

The considerable support among owners
and managers for removing all indoor (point-
of-sale) advertising and making it illegal for
minors to sell cigarettes is particularly
noteworthy. As retailers perceive that tobacco
products are important in attracting passing
trade, it seems they place a premium on being
able to sell cigarettes over and above being
permitted to advertise them. Rather, the
tobacco companies must feel it is necessary
to advertise at the point-of-sale, thus
exposing the whole community, young as well
as old, non-smokers as well as smokers, to a
message that cigarettes are a normal part of
life. We have confirmed that tobacco compa-
nies do make oVers to meet the costs of refit-
ting shops, with anecdotal reports that they
seek, in return, preferential rights to display
their products. The reasons behind the low
level of support for storing cigarettes and
other tobacco products under the counter
were not explored, but might include the high
cost for remodelling the counter area of shops
to accommodate additional storage space for
tobacco products.

While further studies should be conducted
to verify our results, there is already a
foundation on which to build support among
retailers for strengthening tobacco control
legislation in Western Australia.

CRYSTAL L LAURVICK
Department of Public Health,

University of Western Australia,
Australia

KONRAD JAMORZIK
Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine,

London, UK

Correspondence to: Crystal Laurvick, Department
of Public Health, University of Western Australia,
35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, Western Australia
6009, Australia; claurvic@cyllene.uwa.edu.au

This project was suggested by the advocacy
committee of the Smarter Than Smoking project
which is funded by Healthway, the Health
Promotion Foundation of Western Australia.

1 Public Health Division, Health Department of
Western Australia, the Centre for Behavioural
Research in Cancer, Anti-Cancer Council of
Victoria. Cigarette consumption among Western
Australian school students in 1996. Perth: Devel-
opment and Support Branch, Public Health
Division, HDWA; 1998.

2 Stead M, Hastings G, Tudor-Smith C. Prevent-
ing adolescent smoking: a review of options.
Health Educ J 1996;55:31–54.

Origins of “denicotinised” tobacco

EDITOR,—It has been known for more than
150 years that nicotine is the chemical in
tobacco that is responsible for the perceived
salutary as well as the adverse eVects among
users. EVorts to market “denicotinised”
tobacco have repeatedly failed. The 1964
report of the advisory committee to the US
Surgeon General stated, “Denicotinized
tobacco has not found general public accept-
ance as a substitute.”1 Recently, Philip Morris
Companies withdrew “Next”, their low nico-
tine cigarette brand, because of poor sales.
However, Liggett Group chief executive
oYcer Bennett Lebow plans to market a
genetically engineered “low nicotine”

tobacco in 2002 as an aid for smoking cessa-
tion. What are the origins of tobacco compa-
nies’ interest in marketing low nicotine
brands? The following sketch from an 1852
issue of Scientific American,2 quoted in its
entirety, sheds some light on this question:

“Great Discovery for Tobacco Smokers
It will be seen by reference to our
advertising columns that a new prepara-
tion of smoking tobacco has been oVered
in our market, the peculiar excellence of
which consists in the extraction of the
poisonous qualities without aVecting the
fine flavor and aroma of the weed. The
proprietors placed in our hands some
time since a package of this tobacco for
trial and we can speak from experience
when we say it is a most mild and delight-
ful article. It takes away from the
antitobacco men their chief argument, for
it has no nicotine in it and can be used
with safety as well as pleasure by persons
whose nerves are aVected by smoking.
For ourselves, we intend never to be with-
out this denicotinized tobacco, and trust
that its proprietors will be liberally
patronized by the public. It is for sale by
Bennet & Beers.—(Richmond Va.)
Republican.”

“When the nicotine is extracted will it be
tobacco? Would we be wheat if all the
starch were extracted. Nicotine gives
tobacco its peculiar flavour. We should
like to see what kind of tobacco this was
with all the nicotine gone.”

One might conclude from this piece that by
1852 tobacco companies recognised at least
some of the dangers of their product, under-
stood the “poisonous” qualities of nicotine,
discovered how to remove nicotine from
tobacco, and crafted an aggressive marketing
eVort that linked “denicotinised” tobacco
and “safety”, for a leading science journal of
the day. Since the nicotine content of
“denicotinised” tobacco has varied widely,3

one can only speculate whether Bennet &
Beers—and Scientific American—were mar-
keting a nicotine-free tobacco or merely a
lower nicotine content product.

STEPHEN J JAY
Department of Public Health,

Indiana University School of Medicine,
Indiana, USA

sjay@iupui.edu

1 US Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare. Smoking and health. Report of the Advisory
Committee to the Surgeon General of the Public
Health Service. Washington, DC: Public Health
Service, 1964. (PHS Publication No. 1103.)

2 Anon. Great discovery for tobacco smokers. Sci-
entific American 1852;7(32):250. (No author
cited.)

3 Gottsegen JJ. Tobacco. A study of its consumption
in the United States. New York. Pitman
Publishing Corp, 1940.

How US airlines became smoke free

EDITOR,—The development of the US
Federal Aviation Administration policy to
prohibit smoking in both the passenger cabin
and flight deck of scheduled passenger
flights1 2 oVers lessons that may be considered
in other countries and workplace settings.
This policy was driven by the findings that
environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) is a
serious health risk to those exposed, that air-
craft air quality was adversely aVected by
cigarette smoke, and by frequent complaints
of respiratory irritation by crew and
passengers.3–5 Similar concerns have been
raised in other occupational settings such as
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prisons.6 The development and implementa-
tion of the policy, however, was slowed and
complicated by fears that prohibiting
smoking might adversely aVect pilot
performance. This summary of the policy
development and the cited references may be
useful in other eVorts to develop smoke-free
workplace settings in which there are similar
challenges of impaired performance and
attendant safety concerns.

In 1978, a National Institutes of Health
report on cigarette smoking and airline pilots
concluded that while smoking itself did not
have significant eVects on flight safety, the
adverse eVects of smoke withdrawal might
adversely aVect pilot performance.7 This
finding supported the exemption of the flight
deck from the commercial aircraft smoking
ban that was passed by the US Congress in
1989.8 9 Nonetheless, many airlines voluntar-
ily developed their own policies restricting
smoking on the flight decks, and the success-
ful implementation of these policies
supported the April 2000 government action
to ban smoking throughout commercial
aircraft. To conform to the new legislation,
the oYce of the Secretary of the US Depart-
ment of Transportation and the FAA
amended their smoking policies and have
published updated rulings.1 2

Scientific knowledge of the eVects of
smoking and nicotine withdrawal, as well as
treatment options, expanded considerably
after 1978,10 and in 1994 the FAA requested
that the Centers for Disease Control
assemble an expert panel to follow up on the
1978 report, re-examining the eVects of
smoking and smoke deprivation relevant to
pilot performance.11 The science docu-
mented in that report supports the banning
of smoking that was ordered by regulators in
2000. In brief, the panel concluded that nico-
tine withdrawal in dependent cigarette smok-
ers does not generally lead to cognitive and
behavioural deficits until at least four hours
after the last cigarette. Because more than
94% of US commercial flights are less than
four hours in duration it was assumed that
there would be suYcient opportunity for
pilots not able to completely cease smoking
to smoke before flights. Furthermore, the
panel observed that nicotine withdrawal
related performance deficits could be
prevented using nicotine replacement
medications. This knowledge and such medi-
cations were not available in 1978. The facts
that less than 15% of pilots smoke and that
most pilots actually reported discomfort and
decreased performance as a result of ETS11

provided additional support for the policy.
The ideal course recommended for tobacco
using pilots of longer flights was treatment for
tobacco dependence to alleviate withdrawal
symptoms and sustain abstinence.11

Our discussions with several airlines and
government regulatory agencies suggest that
the policies are not yet well understood nor
have they been adequately disseminated.
Nonetheless, it appears that smoking
restrictions on flight decks and passenger
cabins are being implemented without major
problems or concerns regarding safety. In prac-
tice, implementation of such policies may be
increasingly manageable as the prevalence of
cigarette smoking continues to decline in many
sectors of the workforce. Finally, the greater
range and accessibility to eVective treatments
for tobacco dependence and withdrawal
available both with and without prescriptions
should make this goal more practical.
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BOOK

Book reviews and books of interest to
“Tobacco Control” should be sent to the
editor at the address given on the inside
front cover

A critique of nicotine
addiction
A critique of nicotine addiction. Hanan
Frenk, Reuven Dar. Boston: Kluwer
Academic Publishers, 2000.

Although there have been comprehensive
reviews of the evidence for the existence of

nicotine dependence (for example, the 1988
Surgeon’s General report and the 2000
Royal College of Physician’s report), and
there have been brief articles citing evidence
contrary to the existence of nicotine depend-
ence (for example Robinson, Psychopharma-
cology 1992;108:397), I am unaware of a
prior comprehensive review of evidence con-
trary to nicotine dependence as done in this
book. The book is the work of two PhD sci-
entists at Tel-Aviv University. It lists no
acknowledgment of funding and does not
specifically state whether tobacco industry
funding was or was not involved.

The book does not waste time on periph-
eral matters but focuses on the central tenets
of nicotine dependence—that is, nicotine
reinforcement, withdrawal, compulsion, and
regulation. Much of the book is a methodo-
logical critique of the studies cited as
evidence of nicotine dependence. For exam-
ple, the book states animal self administra-
tion studies are inadequate because they did
not show unfacilitated initiation of self
administration, excluded negative results,
and failed to control for non-specific
increases in lever pressing due to the stimu-
lant eVects of nicotine. It also criticises
human self administration studies for
inadequate blinding, excluding negative
results and small sample sizes. The book also
maintains that nicotine abstinence has not
been shown to be aversive and thus cannot
be a motivator.

The major asset of the book is that it
describes in detail the most common
criticisms of nicotine dependence and their
rationale. The major liability is that the book
seems to me overly critical—for example, a
study is often entirely dismissed if it has any
flaw to it. Thus, by this method, a position
can only be advocated when the perfect study
is done. Unfortunately, the book becomes
polemical enough to interfere with one’s
reading pleasure. Nevertheless, I would
recommend reading this book as I think it
important to force ourselves to listen to criti-
cisms and think hard whether there is any
truth to them.

J R HUGHES

University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont, USA

Editor’s note: On receiving this review from Dr
Hughes, I asked him to enquire from the
authors of the book whether its production
had been sponsored by the tobacco industry.
They replied: “Several years ago we were
approached by a law firm and consequently
were paid for our time reading and evaluating
some of the literature summarised in the
book. Although the law firm refused to reveal
its client’s identity, it seems obvious that the
client is from the tobacco industry. It is
important to stress, however, that this law
firm was strictly opposed to our publishing
the book, and in fact warned that its publica-
tion might end our engagement as experts.
We surmise that this reaction was for two rea-
sons. First, the material in the book would
pre-expose antagonists in law suits to
arguments the law firm might use. Second,
our critique might compel researchers to do a
better job in attempting to establish the role
of nicotine in smoking. We decided to publish
our book for similar reasons. We believe that
our engagement as experts has had no
bearing on the conclusions we reach in our
book.” (reply truncated)—Hanan Frenk and
Reuven Dar.
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IL
Definition

POS -permanent,semi permanent and ephemeral advertising at point of purchase .
sales promotions (immediate and delayed benefits )
direct mail(see seperate note)
price reduction techniques
competition s
couponing
trade marketing
merchandising iterns- a range of functional branded gifts (ie calendars,seasonal gifts )

Oblective

To establish a consistent range of tactical marketing techniques which can be deployed
across all BATCo markets designed in support of the core brand values and maintain brand
awareness at key POS and purchase .

Role Within The Brand Mix
To confirm/reinforce the core brand value s

Core Brand Values

owning gold
quality
contemporary
confident
international
sociable

Straftes
To increase penetration in the retail outlet with POS which attracts the impulse purchase and
encourages trial and re-purchase .

To adopt an agressive profile to competitive activities by utilising the most modern
techniques and methods to provide innovative practical oppposition .

To eliminate the use of BTL on individual members of the brand family by concentrating all
creative ideas on the core brand/brand values only.

To prepare large scale promotions which are attractive to the target consumer with
advertising which is readily understood.

To provide relevant practical proposals on all BTL issues by establishing the policy,the
creativity and providing the judgemental authority .

Limitations
Short term-Consistency
Medium term-Cost and monitoring .
Long tens-Possible legislation restricting POS to pack only graphics and/or pack symbolism .
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Prime Communicatio n

POS
Permanent fascias/signage

merchandising units
dispenser units
instore furniture
vending machines

Semi-permanent

Ephemeral

window stickers
shelf strips
open/closed signs
tillstickers
mobiles
clocks,mirrors .
calenders

plastic bags
wrapping materials

sleeves
Merchandising
The issues to be considered are function,branding,quality,consistency,range,origin perceived
value and intrinsic value

Trade Marketing
The issues to be considered

branded delivery vehicles
salesmans uniforms
wrapping materials
trade press

Appropriate livery will support brand awareness .

Secondary Communication
Sales Promotions
To establish which promotion tactic best fits the brand profile .
Competition
To establish a competition theme the theme is to be applicable internationally on the
understanding that competition rules are unique and by regulation complex in each country
Couponing.
To examine

press coupon
inpack coupon
pos coupon
None cigarette products offering coupons incentivising th e

purchase of the cigarette.
Coupons "issued " to the brand users offering incentives to use other products.e.g. money off
petrol .

Thernat!
Campaign executions to be used particularly at POS .

Graphic Device
Sunburst rectangle

2
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SPONSORSHIP

Definition
The effective supply of funds to an individual,event or organisation which offers in return

rights and association that can be used to obtain significant brand awareness .

Objectives

To select and contract the best sponsorship area for the brand to be identified with for the
maximum promotional benefit .

Role within the Brand Mi x
To widen the brands appeal to a younger target consumer,endorse the brands appeal to the
current franchise and supplement ATL in terms of brand values (i .e. intemationality)through
the type of activity.

Limitations
Short term-Establishing strong awareness .
Medium term-Probable restriction to pack symbolism .
Long term-Sport will no longer available .
Strategie s

To design and practise a sponsorship evaluation system unique to the brand positioning .

Evaluate the present national sponsorships and the (historical) international sponsorships

To propose sponsorship activities nationally and internationally.

To sell on the idea of backing the project to the operating companies .

Effectively run the sponsorship creating awareness by adding value to the brand image and
featuring promotional activities aimed at building sales volume in all markets .

Prime, Communication
TV. and venue.

Secondary Communicatio n
All other media,PR and staff support .

Relationship with ATL/BTL
ATL-use of pack symbolism.
BTL-use of sponsorhip at POS,consumer and trade relations.

4
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TMf

Definition

The development and marketing of non tobacco products or services bearing the brand name
in a manner appropriate to maintaining brand awareness .

Objectives

To provide an effective long term communications vehicle which will survive restrictions or
bans on cigarette advertising.

Stotedes

Establish a demand pattern from the key Operating Companies .

Prepare a selection criteria for the product fields .

Primary focus on key markets where tobacco advertising restrictions are imminent .

Prepare a strategic marketing plan for each of the identified viable commercial activities .

Role within Brand Mi x

Maintain brand awareness .

Limitations
Short term-Legal,consistency,parochialism .

Prime Communication
T.V.

Secondary Communication
All other media .

Relationship with ATL/B3:L
ATL-pack symbolism
BTL-sponsorship

5
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DIRECT MARKETIN G

Background :

The use of direct marketing as a communication tool has increased significantly over the past

few years . This is due to increasing levels of restrictions being introduced upon classical
cigarette communication both in terms of content and routes .

In the US Direct Marketing accounts for some 15% of national promotional spend and, over
the last 10 years the absolute level of investment/spend has tripled from S8 billion in 1981 to
S25 billion in 1991 .

Definition:

Direct marketing is an interactive marketing system which is measurable and uses media alone
to start or complete a sale.

Direct marketing is a tool that often provides the closest to one-to-one/face-to-face interaction a
firm can have with its current or potential customer .

Direct marketing can provide :
A truly personal servic e
recognition and one-to-one relationship s
A two way bond of communication which helps to retain loyal consumers
An endorsement of product and brand imager y
A communication vehicle for any changes in positioning, product or values enabling
the consumer to be re-assured .

Direct marketing includes marketing directly to an individual as opposed to the broadcast
communication thus reducing the levels of wastage and increasing cost effectiveness of
communication spend.

Direct marketing also includes a marketing broadcast to a more general audience that calls for a
specific and immediate response from those who see it direct back to the marketer . It differs to
some degree from broadcast messages which are meant to primarily generate brand awareness .

Rationale:

Direct mail overcomes the issue of the degree of clutter in the market place

Direct mail increases the efficiency and effectiveness of your spen d

Direct mail enables better targeting - not only of consumers but also of content

Direct mail works as effectively for the trade as for the consume r

Types of Direct marketing available :

Direct Mail - Single offers
Catalogues
Free standing inserts
Home delivered packages
Mail delivered packages
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Inserts in packages or catalogues
Telephone marketin g
Point of purchas e

Benefits:

Solo direct mail :
Individual, personalised.
Tightly targeted enabling specific messages for specific consumers
Can be tested easily in terms of efficiency/effectiveness by way of return s

but
Is only as good as the database
Can be expensive

Catalogues :
Similar to direct mail in advantages and disadvantage s

but
Effective only if mailed to appropriate households/consumers
Increases the level of clutter and reduces the level of impact
Can be very expensive
If targeted right will be retained, if not they will be discarde d

Free standing inserts :
Most commonly used vehicle
Category excldsive
Broad reach
Low cost

but
Targeting is difficult
Have to buy entire market

Telephone marketin g
Active solicitation and one-to-one direct contact
Expensive although reducing with computerised calling

Point of purchase :
Placed near the product or at point of sale/purchase
Large range of materials available

but
Indiscriminate in targeting
High level of control/management required to maintain full contro l

Database marketing :

With increasing regulatory pressures there are fewer tools available . Database
marketing allows you to efficiently communicate with the best prospects with the intention of :

a) Prospect effectively and efficiently for potential brand switchers/repertoire smokers
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b) Allow you to develop and encourage brand loyalty amongst you current core
franchis e
c) Allows for greater efficiency - you don't always mail everyone

Strategic Direct Marketing implications :

New product/line extensions
Changes in current brand mix
To generate or increase brand awareness
To stimulate brand trial, repurchase and conversio n
To endorse and provide added dimensions to brand imagery
To establish and maintain ongoing communication with current and potential
consumers
To work alongside other elements of the brand mix to build long term brand equit y

Tactical Direct Marketing implications

Generate one-time incremental volume and profit
Defend against competitive brand action s
Provide 'quiet' assessment of potential proposed brand programmes
Supplement field force effort

Role within the brand mix:

Essentially Direct mail should reflect the core brand strategy of the brand and should at all
times compliment the overall communication - particularly above the line . In essence direct
marketing through a database could provide the consumer with :

a) A visual communication of the copy strategy
b) An opportunity to establish a relationship with the bran d
c) An opportunity to purchase the brand against a given rationale (Potential switchers)
d) An endorsement of their choice of brands (Current franchise )

Direct marketing can be utilised as a tightly focused advertising campaign where specific
aspects of the market can be targeted in terms o f

Franchise or competitive users
Demographic s
Lifestyle characteristics
Geography
Hobbies or interests
Type of offer
Level of offer
Frequency

Direct mail should not be seen as an alternative to conventional advertising where the
possibility of such advertising still exists . It should be seen as a targeted, objective specific,
supplemental promotion with the potential - in the mid and long terms - to replace, when
restrictions imposed dictate, classical advertising media .

Direct marketing should always reflect, and possibly duplicate, the executions and creative
strategy of above the line media, with the opportunity to deliver an additional message/benefit
to the consumer .
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Direct marketing should take the opportunity to talk to the consumer, whether existing or
potential, with the objective of establishing a rapport/relationship which will eventually
transpire in retention of the consumer or switching from competitive brands .

Benefits of direct mail:

Measurable down to individual consumers
Redemption, participation, trail, conversion can all be encouraged
Compare response across promotions
Maintain response history
Re-contact possible
Can be developed quickly
Delivery time and response is short

Disadvantages of direct mail :

Requires database or quality mailing list
Requires long term commitment
Only as good as the database which needs updating on a regular basi s

•
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LIMITATIONS :

AUSTRALIA :

Use of people in advertising for tobacco product is prohibited under the
voluntary agreement and advertising standard s

Advertisments should not depict sexual, social or business success or
distinctions as being attributable to the act of smokin g

Sponsorship is permitted subject to varying degrees of legal restriction s

Advertising of tobacco products in the poress and other print media is
prohibited (This does not currently apply to International publications -
information not yet available from source)

Cinema advertising is permitted under the voluntary code, however the
industry has discontinued this voluntarily . In Victoria, South Australia,
Western. Australia and Australian Capital Territory cinbema advertising is
prohibited by legislation .

Poster advertising of tobacco products is permitted in regions except for South
Australia, Victoria, Western Australia, Australian Capital Territory and New
South Wales.

Advertising of tobacco products on public transport is prohibited, however the
use of promotional vehicles in conjunction with sponsored events is permitted .

FRANCE

The use of people in tobacco product advertising is prohibited by legislation

The use of posters for tobacco product advertising is prohibited by legislation

Sampling of tobacco products is prohibited by legislatio n

Sponsorship is subject to restrictions by legislatio n

Legislation stipulates that visual content may only consist of product,
packaging and brand emblem and that verbal content may only consist of
product name, product contents and name and address of manufacturer and
distributo r

The use of brand names on non-tobacco products is prohibited by legislation .

Advertising of tobacco products at point of sale is restricted by legislation

The volume of advertising is also limited by the amount of spend allowed.

GERMANY
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Postexs.Advertising of tobacco products is permissible but restricted by
voluntary agreement. Posters should not be larger than 252cm x 357cm .
Minimum distance between posters should be 100 metres .

Tobacco product advertising is prohibited on public transport by voluntary
agreement .

Press . Advertising of tobacco products is restricted by volunatry code .
Companies may advertise as follows :

Magazines :
1 page or subdivisions of 1 page per company/brand
Newspapers :
Maximum 1/2 page or sub-divisions of 1 page per company/bran d

Cigarette advertising is banned on all public transport by voluntary agreement

Sponsorship is permitted but sponsorship of sports by cigarettes is prohibited
by voluntary agreement

The use of brand names on non-tobacco products is restricted by voluntary
agreement

The use of people in advertising are subject to the following restrictions :

Models must be over 30 years of age
The inblusion of prominent people of any kind is prohibited by
voluntary agreement

No restrictions on point of sale advertising

MALAYSIA

Press. Advertising of tobacco products permitted subject to restrictions . The
use of people in advertisements is prohibited .

Public transportation. Advertising of tobacco products permitted subject to
restrictions . The use of people in advertisements is prohibited.

There are no restrictions on sponsorships by tobacco companie s

Other communication means (excluding Radio, TV, Press, television and
cinema), no restrictions for advertising of tobacco product s

There are no restrictions for the use of brand names on non-tobacco products .

Point of sale materials : No restrictions for advertising of tobacco products,
health warning is not required on point of sale material
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NIGERIA

All media is available providing a health warning is attached either verbally
(for radio and television) or visual (television and press )

Only adult models may appear in tobacco product advertiements

Sponsorship is currently allowed in Nigeria .

r
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POINT OF SALE
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by
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POINT OF SALE MATERIAL
11

Point of sale material is already regulated by both Federal and State legislation. It is the

last remaining channel of communication between the Industry and its customers and the

last means (other than price) by which manufacturers can compete for brand and market

share amongst existing smokers . There is no evidence that prohibiting point of sale

material would reduce tobacco consumption .

BACKGROUND

Advertising for tobacco products has been successively restricted throughout Australia

since 1973 . Advertising on television and radio has been banned since 1976 and print

media advertising since 1990 .

The Tobacco Advertising Prohibition Act 1992 has now extended the prohibition to almost

all forms of direct and indirect advertising and promotion, including sponsorship . All that

remains for the Australian Tobacco Industry is a very limited right to place some point of

sale material in retail outlets . This residual and extremely restricted right is now itself

being challenged .

EXISTING RIGHTS TO PLACE POINT OF SALE MATERIAL

Even at point of sale tobacco manufacturers are subject to strict controls . They do not

enjoy an unfettered right to advertise . Point of sale material is regulated at both Federal

and State levels .

Since 1 October 1993 Federal law has required that point of sale material should be

within the boundaries of shops, should only be visible from product display points within

those shops and if placed on windows should face inwards .

In addition to these minimum requirements imposed by Federal law, a number of States

have imposed their own more onerous regime . For example, in New South Wales and

Western Australia there are detailed rules governing location, size, visibility, format and

the use of health warnings .

11 POINT OF SALE MATERIAL PAGE 1
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THE IMPORTANCE OF PRESERVING EXISTING RIGHT S

The right to continue to place material at point of sale in some form is critical for Australian

manufacturers . It is the last means open to them :-

. To communicate with their customers ,

To offer information to customers about existing products and perhaps more

importantly product developments and new products, an d

To compete with each other for brand and market share amongst existing smokers .

Removal of the present very limited level of point of sale would leave price discounting as

the only form of competition .

THERE IS NO BASIS FOR FURTHER RESTRICTION S

Given the commercial importance to the Australian tobacco manufacturers of preserving

this last remaining channel of communication with their customers, consideration should

only be given to prohibiting all point of sale material if there are compelling reasons for

doing so with benefits that are demonstrable and clearly evidenced .

However, there is no objective justification for a complete ban on point of sale material .

The proponents of such a ban argue that it will help to reduce the incidence of tobacco

consumption, particularly amongst juveniles .

This view is simply not supported by experience . It has not been shown either in Australia

or elsewhere, that advertising, let alone point of sale material or the lack of it, has any

demonstrable relationship with consumption .

I POINT OF SALE MATERIAL PAGE 2
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AUSTRALIA

If advertising is a determining factor in cigarette consumption, then it is to be expected

that smoking would have declined more rapidly in those States which have greater

advertising restrictions . This simply has not been the case.

Western Australia's share of total Australian cigarette sales rose from 8 .9% in February

1991 to 10.1% In February 1994, a period during which the advertising of cigarette

products was more heavily restricted in Western Australia than in any other State .

Smoking incidence has declined more rapidly in other States, such as Queensland,

notwithstanding that these States had less severe advertising restrictions .

At this Committee's Hearing in Canberra on 18 November 1994 the Department of Health

acknowledged that there has been an increase in juvenile smoking in Australia during a

period of increasingly severe advertising restrictions .

INTERNATIONAL

There is abundant international evidence that there is no nexus between advertising and

total cigarette consumption either generally or amongst juveniles . The role of advertising

is to enable manufacturers to compete for market share and to encourage brand

switching amongst existing smokers .

In the United States in 1985 the Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Consumer

Protection, reported that :

"Most of the large studies of cigarette company advertising have found little

or no effect of changes in total advertising on total consumption . "

Two years later in 1987, the President's Council of Economic Advisors in the United

States noted that :-

"Evidence from other countries suggest that banning tobacco product

advertising has not discouraged smoking . "

I POINT OF SALE MATERIAL PAGE 3
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In an article in 1990 published in the International Journal of Advertising in the UK Michael

Waterson concluded after reviewing figures from recognised statistics bureaux relating to

European countries with and without tobacco advertising bans that :-

"Those countries which have experienced the most rapid falls in tobacco

consumption have not been countries which have banned advertising . "

Waterson noted that in Portugal, Italy and Norway, all of which have advertising bans,

cigarette consumption has either increased or decreased less rapidly than countries in

which advertising has not been banned such as the UK and The Netherlands .

In a very recent detailed review (December 1994) of all the available studies (a copy of

the Article is annexed to this paper) also published in the International Journal of

Advertising J J Boddewyn of the City University of New York concludes that :-

"Altogether, the premise that banning tobacco product advertising will

reduce tobacco consumption and smoking prevalence among juveniles

and adults is mistaken and it provides no serious grounds for public policy

regarding the curtailment of smoking . "

In 1991 in Canada Justice Jean-Jude Chabot of the Quebec Superior Court stated after a

thirteen month trial and a careful review of the available international evidence that :-

"When the enormous number of qualifications are removed and all the

relevant scientific data is added what is left of the possibility that advertising

may affect overall consumption? In the face of all the documentation

available prior to the adoption of this Act, this possibility goes no further than

speculation and certainly does not rise to the level of a probability . "

(RJR MacDonald Inc -v- The Attorney General of Canada and Imperial

Tobacco limited -v- The Attorney General of Canada - 26 July 1991 . )

Interestingly part of the evidence considered by the Canadian court was a 1989 report

published by the Toxic Substances Board of New Zealand which attempts to demonstrate

a link between tobacco advertising and consumption . The Judge dismissed this report

POINT OF SALE MATERIAL PAGE 4
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because of "serious methodological errors and a lack of scientific rigour which renders it

for all intents and purposes devoid of any probative value" .

In 1993 a study of twenty three OECD countries over twenty seven years examined the

effect on tobacco consumption of advertising bans in some of those countries . The study

showed that in the six countries with advertising bans there had been a small overall

increase in consumption and that consequently the bans instead of reducing consumption

as intended may have had precisely the opposite effect .

A review of the effects of advertising restrictions in less developed countries (LDCs) by

Lewit (1988) for the Harvard Institute for the Study of Smoking Behaviour and Policy

concluded that :-

"Evidence from a sample of LDCs suggest that existence of advertising

restrictions per se had little if any effect on trends in, or on the level of,

cigarette consumption. "

JUVENILES

In the particular case of juvenile smoking the available evidence is no different.

The position here in Australia has already been mentioned. Juvenile smoking is reported

to have increased recently notwithstanding the advertising restrictions .

In 1986 a major study by the World Health Organisation found little difference in

smoking habits between juveniles in countries with and without smoking bans (Aaro,

Wold, Kamas) .

In Finland juvenile smoking increased after the imposition of an advertising ban (Rimpela,

Rimpela et al 1987, 1989) and more recent Finnish reports confirm this finding (Rimpela

1992) .

The same trend has been observed in Sweden (National Smoking Health Association

1983) .
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A study published in 1987 by the International Advertising Association relating to nine

countries found that smoking incidence amongst fifteen year olds was highest in Norway

(36%) a country with a total advertising ban as opposed to 11% in Hong Kong which had

relatively few advertising restrictions .

A 1992 report in the Australian identifies an increase in juvenile smoking in Singapore

despite advertising bans and other anti-smoking legislation .

There are numerous other published studies which support the view that advertising or

the lack of it is not a determining factor in juvenile smoking .

Research has shown that factors other than advertising are important predictors of

juvenile smoking . The 1986 WHO Report found that:-

"When young people start smoking, the most important predictor is the

smoking behaviour and smoking related attitudes of "significant others"" .

Nearer to home the WA Legislative Council's report of the Standing Committee on

Legislation in relation to the 1990 Tobacco Bill concluded that :-

"A mix of personal and social factors acting together causes young people to

experiment with tobacco . "

In 1990 the Victoria Health Minister stated that :-

"The survey confirms once again the absolutely pivotal role parents have

in influencing their children's smoking and drinking habits . "

The National Drug Strategy Adolescent Smoking (Qualitative Research Report) has

identified that juveniles smoke as an act of rebellion or as a badge of identity . In this

respect further advertising restrictions may have precisely the opposite effect of that

intended by reinforcing the "rebellious image" of juvenile smoking .

POINT. OC
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CONCLUSION

• Point of sale material is already strictly regulated by Federal and State legislation .

• Point of sale material is the last remaining channel of communication between the

Industry and its existing customers .

• Point of sale material is the only way in which tobacco manufacturers can

communicate information about their products and about new products .

• Removing the right to place material at point of sale entirely deprives the tobacco

manufacturers of any opportunity to compete for brand and market share amongst

existing smokers on any basis other than price .

• The right to place material at point of sale is an important commercial freedom and

should not be prohibited unless there is clear evidence of a demonstrable and

substantial benefit to justify its removal .

• There is no established correlation between advertising, let alone point of sale

material, and the incidence of smoking .

• Not only may a complete advertising ban fail to reduce juvenile consumption, it may

actually increase it by reinforcing the status of smoking as a badge of rebellion

amongst juveniles .

• When reviewing this important issue W.D. & H.O. Wills would urge the Standing

Committee to act on the basis of the available evidence rather than subjective

arguments . In particular W .D . & H .O. Wills would urge the Committee to reject

anecdotes and rhetoric and proposals for a complete ban on point of sale put forward

by those who are unable to provide proper empirical support for any benefits claimed .
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